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How "the law of attraction" 
works
Created by: Skyfloating on January 12, flags: 156, replies: 
1108
I see quite a few threads on the recently popularized 
"law of attraction", "manifesting your wishes" and the 
movie "the secret" pop up on ATS. 
I rarely respond to them since I am, professionally 
involved with the subject matter since many years and 
tend to get bored by "discussing the basics". 
I have authored a number of books on the subject. I 
will not disclose those books here because I prefer to 
use ATS anonymously and not as an author of "law of 
attraction" subjects (except for this thread). 
Being a author about and teacher of the subject since 
more than a decade, I do welcome questions about it 
in this thread though. My answers will not be 
"channelled from a higher source", but simply straight 
talk from an expert on the matter. 
Popular Misunderstandings of the "law of attraction" 
In my opinion, there is a whole lot more to know about 
the subject than popular movies such as "The Secret" 
and "What the Bleep  do we know" can show without 
falling away from the mainstream or becoming too 
lengthy. Here are some of the misconceptions that 
spontaneously come to mind: 
"You can have everything you want" 
This is such a simplified, mass-marketing-like 
statement that it can be said to be untrue. You cannot 
"have everything you want" since the mere act of 
wanting implies a seperation from that which is 
wanted. Make sense? There are billions of people 
wanting stuff all their lives without getting it. Id put "the 
law of attraction" this way: You can have everything 
you believe you already have". I´ll explain this in later 
posts. 
"This is a brand new thing" and "This is a new new 
age thing" 
Nope. Its not new at all. It used to be underground or 
"occult science" or "secret science". Take for example 
the 1930s book called "Thoughtforms" by Leadbeater/
Besant (Theosophists) which teaches that thoughts 
can densify and become physical matter. But its even 
older than that. As far back as the 3rd Century 
kabbalists were talking about "visualizing things in 
order to create them" (see for example interpretations 
of the ancient book sefer yeritzah) 
"All you have to do is visualize something for it to 
come true" 
This is another simplification which, many will 
experience themselves, is not entirely correct. First of 
all, in the metaphysical-sciences, the purpose of 
visualisation is not to "make something happen", but to 

experience something as "already happening" and to 
get into a certain state-of-being, a certain 
frequency...which then attracts certain beneficial 
events. What most people do, however, is use 
visualisation of dreams out of a state of LACK of those 
dreams, in other words, in order to "make them 
happen some day". This is contradictory to the law of 
attraction though. Proper visualisation is not used to 
"make something happen later", but to FEEL the reality 
of something right now, to familiarize oneself with the 
overall vibe of a certain reality. Also, most only 
visualize a two-dimensional image in front of their 
forehead. This is much less effective than making the 
visualisation a three-dimensional, tactile, all-senses, 
whole-body ecstatic experience. It is not the 
visualisation that creates anything, but the energy/
emotion/excitement which acts as a magnetic signal. 
"Without action, none of this works" 
This I have frequently read on forums and heard from 
people. However, "action" is not what the law of 
attraction is primarily about. If it were about taking 
action towards your goals, then this type of magical 
technique would not be magical at all but no different 
than the normal way of achieving something. Action is 
alright and action works because we have been 
conditioned to believe that action-towards-our-desires 
works, but the law-of-attraction does not necessarily 
require action (and if it does then only inspired action 
upon opportunities that present themselves after one 
has put creation-energy into motion). The law-of-
attraction states that you get what you put out, that 
what you experience is a match to your overall energy-
vibration. Therefore, everything you like and 
everything you dislike creates your overall energy-
output (much of the two neutralizing each other before 
anything is created) and will reflect in your life 
experience. 
"You have to think positive all the time" 
The denial of ones and the worlds shadow sides has 
nothing to do with the real metaphysics of this and 
much more to do with immature and cheap  variations 
of the law of attraction. A balanced being 
acknowledges negative and positve. The negative is 
used to learn what one truly feels/believes. Negative 
feelings for example, are an indicator of having strayed 
off one´s inner path, the path one´s soul has chosen. 
Without these negative feelings you would be without 
any sort of navigation in life, without any sort of free 
will to choose what is right and wrong for you. 
Suppressing negative feelings equals suppressing the 
very path to the positive side of the pendulum. What 
you resist will persist. The expert therefore allows and 
utilizes the negative while shifting to the positive 
(sometimes using the neutral zero-point as a stepping 
stone to the positive). 
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Of course there is much more to say on the subject. 
But Ive hesitated up  to now because the discussion 
around it mostly does not involve the deeper aspects 
of it. I for example do not think I have to resort to 
"quantum physics" in order to make my metaphysics 
look more scholary or accepted. This is a tactic of new 
age marketers. I also dont like all the sensationalist 
trash built around it. Thats the stuff that will attract all 
kinds of so called "skeptics" who will rightly point out 
all the nonsense. I will therefore make no claims 
whatsoever of science, or evidence, or proof or 
whatever skeptics demand. The proof for the effectivity 
of the law of attraction lies not in measurable 
laboratory experiment but in first-hand-experience 
(which is gained by a certain amount of practice). 
More to come. Questions, Comments, positive and 
negative, welcome.
Link to thread: ...thread326476/pg1

Asteroid 2007 TU24 has NASA 
concerned.
Created by: mungodave on January 20, flags: 124, replies: 
2146
UPDATE: January 28th: 
Members have noticed a marked change in the earth's 
magnetosphere (links removed, visit the thread for 
external references), as this asteroid approaches. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Admin Update: the account below was originally 
posted on the Yahoo News Message boards, but has 
since been removed by Yahoo management. I've 
recovered the posting from Google Cache to include 
below 
"Asteroid 2007 TU24 has NASA concerned. A former 
colleague of mine is now a contract worker for NASA 
who develops and maintains the software applications 
for the Solar System Dynamic simulator and other 
NASA applications. He called me last night to inform 
me that NASA has there full focus and attention on this 
asteroid. All software applications support staff have 
been directed to devote their time specifically to 
running solutions on this Near Earth Object. They are 
running solutions with different inputs and the results 
are so close to direct impact that NASA has decided 
not to update the online simulator with these results. 
When you look at the current solution online the last 
orbit determination parameter is from January 1, 2008. 
This data is 11 days old. 
11 day old data for an object that has been getting 
closer and closer to us in each successive run is not 
normal protocol. Normal procedure would have the 
solutions posted online every two to three days at the 
beginning of the 30 day window which was December 

29, 2007. As the window of time shrinks the data is 
refreshed with more frequency. The lack of refreshing 
the data online is suspicious and should raise some 
eyebrows amongst those who have intimate 
knowledge of how the astral community operates. 
My friend, who I cannot identify, because of security 
issues told me that NASA is about 50/50 as to whether 
this asteroid will impact Earth. The dynamic variable 
that is in play is whether or not Earths gravity will pull 
the asteroid in. The trajectory angle that the asteroid is 
approaching from is the southern hemisphere. The 
solutions currently show numerous scenarios 
impacting Earth. The solutions that favor a Southern 
hemisphere impact are the most serious. These 
solutions are a direct straight on impact. The Northern 
hemisphere solutions vary widely from because there 
is the likelihood that the asteroid will fragment as it 
traverses Earths atmosphere. There is no possible 
way of knowing with 100% certainty how much this 
object will fragment if the Northern hemisphere 
solution pans out. The solutions that have this NEO 
missing Earth have it passing perilously close to 
satellites in orbit and the International Space Station. 
This is a very fluid situation that literally changes by 
the minute. NASA is keeping a tight lip  on the situation 
as they do not know with certainty what will transpire. 
The game plan in these situations is to avoid civil 
unrest and end of day’s paranoia. This is to ensure 
that the privileged class can make it easily to their safe 
havens, which are underground bunkers. 
If you are praying man or woman I suggest to you that 
your prayers are directed toward the protection of 
Earth from this object. If you are not a praying person I 
suggest to you that you become one. May the Great 
Spirit protect us all!"(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
[edit on 28-1-2008 by SkepticOverlord]
Link to thread: ...thread328087/pg1

The Top Secret US Military 
Space Program. Is The Future 
Already Here?
Created by: mikesingh on January 28, flags: 82, replies: 
297
“And apparently, NASA must be used to convince the 
public that our current technology, such as with our 
very old and decrepit Space Shuttle program, is the 
best we have, while our military conducts space 
missions with technology that we can only fantasize 
about while watching Star Trek.” - USAF Medic, 1980s 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
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An artist's impression of X-20 Dyna-Soar being 
launched on top  of Titan booster allegedly operated 
only from 1957 to 1963. 
But is that where the American military's secret space 
program began, continuing to this day? 
Courtesy: Earthfiles 
At the outset, I would like to thank Linda Moulton 
Howe who has allowed me to reproduce portions of 
her article Secret American Military Space Program? 
first published in Earthfiles. 
I have brought out certain crux issues that would help 
one to see what is really going on around us. The 
bottom line is, if this is what it is made out to be, then it 
is a conspiracy of huge proportions. And probably the 
US is not alone in this. Are top  secret space programs 
being run by Russia too? 
Linda had interviewed Richard Sauder, Ph.D. author of 
three books: Underground Bases & Tunnels: What Is 
the Government Trying to Hide? © 1995; Kundalini 
Tales © 1998; and Underwater and Underground 
Bases © 2001 in late 2007. I am reproducing some 
portions that point to the possibility of an ongoing top 
secret military space program that has been kept 
under wraps for decades! 
If that’s true, then what about those secret space 
stations that John Lear, Zorgon and others have said 
are up  and running since the 60s? What about Dr 
Richard Boylan who has given a detailed account of 
the secret air/space craft that are routinely being flown 
by top secret projects? 
Considering the available evidence from multiple 
sources, what is the degree of truth in these reports? If 
it is true then all I can say is that this could be one of 
the biggest on-going conspiracies. 
According to Linda, on November 20th, 2007, she 
interviewed Armstrong Aerospace draftsman, Michael 
Schratt, about his research into the question: Have 
black budget trillions supported a secret American 
space program that parallels the public NASA? Since 
then, she has received several supportive emails, 
including Richard Sauder. 
Linda says that she talked face-to-face earlier this year 
with a career federal alphabet soup  physicist who 
worked for Project Blue Book back in the 1960s. He’s 
not one of the publicly known Project Blue Book 
scientists, but he did work out of Wright-Patterson at 
the time. He told her that back in the 1960s already, 
the U. S. Air Force had two UFOs, what he called 
‘UFOs’ – that they would fly right out of Wright-
Patterson AFB. He said they would open the hangar 
doors in the middle of the night and fly them right out 
of the hangars at full bore speed. 
Linda mentions that Richard Sauder told her that over 
the years, he got many indications from a variety of 
sources that... 

"the U. S. military has its own UFOs and this is just 
another data point from her pointing in the direction of 
a decades-long military program of deep  deceit and 
thorough lies about the true involvement of U. S. 
military agencies in secret UFO and space technology 
and projects. It’s highly likely that there are multiple, 
secret, classified, tightly compartmentalized UFO and 
space programs – not just a single space program but 
programS, plural, and that the U. S. military and 
NASA have been lying through their teeth to the 
American people about all of this since at least the 
World War II era, if not before." 
Extracts from the interview: 
LMH : So, you would support a bottom line that there 
has been a very public NASA space program, which is 
always in various budget disputes and problems, but 
behind it there is another space program that is quite 
real and more advanced than what we are seeing 
publicly? 
RS : Oh, sure! I assign a very high probability to that 
likelihood that there is a secret parallel American 
space program, or programs, plural, using non-
conventional aerospace technologies. I’m speaking of 
things such as electrogravitics and anti-gravity along 
the lines of what Thomas Townsend Brown and John 
Searle did back in the 20th Century in their research 
going back to the 1930s and coming up to the 1960s. 
Bottom line for me is that my research has shown and 
the research of others that there is a great deal more 
to the space program than NASA and the United 
States military have told the American people and the 
world. And in all likelihood, manned exploration started 
much earlier, has discovered much more and has 
more ancient roots by far than we have been told. 
LMH : There have been other leaks from physicists 
who have said that we have already been to mars in a 
secret space program. 
RS : I don’t disbelieve that. I think it’s entirely possible. 
In fact, there is good evidence that there was a follow-
on secret space shuttle program run by the United 
States Air Force. In August 1989, The New York Times 
reported that the United States Air Force was 
disbanding a previously unknown secret cadre of 32 
secret military astronauts based in Los Angeles, who 
were associated with a parallel multi-billion dollar 
space shuttle program that the USAF is running out of 
Vandenberg AFB in California. 
This story by veteran New York Times reporter, William 
Broad, reported that the USAF was abandoning a 
major space control center in Colorado and a $3.3 
billion never-used spaceport at Vandenberg AFB, 
according to the Air Force. 
Essentially, the thrust of the story was that the USAF 
spent billions of dollars on a secret 32-man astronaut 
corps and a secret spaceport and launch control 
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center (LCC) and never used any of it! I simply do not 
believe this account as put forth by the USAF. I 
believe, in fact, that the opposite is likely to be true and 
that the U. S. military does have, and has had, not one 
but likely multiple secret space programs using both 
conventional aerospace technologies and also 
unconventional technologies such as electro-gravitic 
and nuclear propulsion modes. 
I believe it is highly possible that the USAF has put up 
its own space shuttles, perhaps using Dyno-Soar style 
technology, and very likely using the facilities at 
Vandenberg AFB that they told us back in the late 
1980s that they lavished billions of dollars on and 
never used. Linda, I think that’s a stretch. They 
probably did use them. 
End of interview. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Artist's impression of the X-20. 
Courtesy: Wikipedia 
"By the end of 1962, Dyna-Soar had been given the 
designation X-20, the acceleration rocket (to be used 
in the Dyna Soar I drop-tests) and had been 
successfully fired. The USAF held an 'unveiling' 
ceremony for the X-20 in Las Vegas and yet 
mysteriously, the cancellation of the Dyna-Soar project 
was announced a year later in December 1963 right 
after spacecraft construction had begun and $660 
million had been spent, according to public records. 
But is that where the cover-up  of the secret military 
American space program began and the diversion of 
trillions of dollars over the next years to finance its 
operations? " 
Continued in next post.....
Link to thread: ...thread329997/pg1

Dogon Alien “Mystery” 
Demystified
Created by: IsaacKoi on January 11, flags: 78, replies: 81
(I submitted the article below for distribution via the 
ATS newsletter email, in response to a previous article 
about the Dogon “mystery” distributed via that 
newsletter in October 2007 to approximately 60,000 
email addresses. My article was not accepted – so I’ll 
simply post it here for anyone interested. I hope that at 
least some of the substantial number of people that 
read the original article will read at least some parts of 
this one as well. You can help  make this thread reach 
more of those email recipients by "flagging" this thread 
- by clicking on the red “Flag Thread” button in the box 
on the screen slightly up and to the left from this post.) 
Synopsis 
On 12 October 2007, the ATS newsletter contained a 
provocative article by NGC2736 entitled (links 

removed, visit  the  thread for external references). That 
article related to astronomical knowledge (particularly 
relating to the (links removed, visit  the  thread for 
external references)) attributed to the (links removed, 
visit  the thread for external references) of (links 
removed, visit  the thread for external references) in 
Western Africa. 
By the time the Dogon people were questioned by two 
French anthropologists Marcel Griaule and Germaine 
Dieterlen, between 1931 and 1950, the Dogon 
supposedly had knowledge of various astronomical 
matters (particularly relating to the Sirius solar system) 
that could not have been discovered using the 
technology available to them. 
Various researchers have stated, or implied, that the 
relative knowledge derived from alien visitors to the 
Earth. 
The (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references) claimed that 
“The things told [by the Dogon] to these two outsiders 
back in the 1930s were astounding, especially for that 
day and age, and from that remote a people. Their oral 
history told of the correct motion of the near planets, 
and of the moons of Jupiter. They spoke of the rings of 
Saturn, and of the star Sirius. How could they know 
that it had an invisible companion, a fact scarcely 
known to most Europeans even then? How could they 
know its true orbital length of 50 years? And how could 
they have all this in their thousands year old oral 
history?” 
NGC2736’s article is a concise and well-written 
account of one side of the debate regarding the 
Dogon. But it only presented one side. 
This article seeks to present some of the alternative 
answers to the question raised by NGC2736, i.e. “How 
Could They Know That?”. 
Numerous sceptics, notably popular astronomer Carl 
Sagan, have suggested that the knowledge attributed 
to the Dogon may have been obtained from 
Europeans prior to questioning by Griaule and 
Dieterlen[/url]. 
This article is split into the following sections: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
I shall discuss the claim by the leading proponent of 
the “The Sirius Mystery” that the alleged “discovery” in 
1995 of a third star in the Sirius solar system has 
“rendered most criticism obsolete”, and give several 
compelling reasons for considering that claim to be 
severely flawed. (See “Section 5 : What about Sirius 
C?”). 
[edit on 11-1-2008 by Crakeur] 
[edit on 11-1-2008 by IsaacKoi]
Link to thread: ...thread326227/pg1
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Top 100 UFO Cases - 
Revealed!
Created by: IsaacKoi on January 21, flags: 78, replies: 59
Hot on the heels of my article demystifying the Dogon 
"mystery", here is another ATS newsletter reject that 
I'd like to share: 
As always, if you want more articles like this one, flag 
this article by clicking on the flag thread button - 
slightly up and to the left of this post. 
"Top 100 UFO Cases - Revealed!" 
By Isaac Koi. 
Copyright 2008. 
Synopsis 
Details of masses of UFO  cases can be found on the 
Internet. 
Which are best cases amongst that mass of material? 
In this article I unveil (for the first time on a public 
forum) the “Top  100” UFO cases based on the 
frequency of their discussion within 963 UFO/SETI 
books. 
If ufologists wrote books solely with the objective of 
presenting the best available evidence, then the most 
frequently discussed cases would be the ones that the 
most authors regarded as the best cases. 
Does the resulting list accord with your view as to the 
best cases? If not, which cases would you add or 
remove? Why? 
This article is in 3 sections: 
Kind Regards, 
Isaac Koi 
Link to thread: ...thread328327/pg1

Strange Object In Space! And 
It's Not The ISS!
Created by: mikesingh on January 4, flags: 77, replies: 134
This looks familiar! It resembles those so called 
F.A.S.T objects that were discussed on ATS earlier. 
This photograph was taken by a friend, Michael, in 
Texas who’s given me the go-ahead to post his pics. 
So here goes: 
According to him, 
“The red one was just a stationary red dot I noted as 
the ISS passed overhead. It never changed 
relationship to the stars as sunrise occurred.
I had stationed myself on a hilltop  to be in the right 
location and time according to NASA. With the 
equipment I have, it was working at the extreme end. 
The photos far exceed what a 200mm f/l lens can do. 
The Nikon D-200 is a great camera. 

It was the first day of "day light saving time", and I had 
not changed the camera clock yet. 
If it was someone else's photo, I would have 
suspected it was a craft with red strobe lights 
descending and crossing the field of view. I have seen 
the effect with long exposures at night. Yet there is too 
much detail I can not explain away as well as knowing 
there was no apparent movement to the naked eye.” 
This is probably the ISS and Shuttle, as according to 
him it was at the right location and time. But he’s not 
100% sure of that either! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
ISS and Shuttle? 
Taken with a tripod (no tracking device), Nikon D-200 
with a 135mm zoom lens. Effective digital fl-200mm. 
Camera time had not been adjusted for daylight saving 
time yet. 
Now this is the pic that’s NOT the ISS. He noticed it as 
the ISS passed overhead. It was just a stationary red 
dot. He thought it was Mars, but when he enlarged it, 
this is what was revealed! 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Photograph of the UFO using a 200mm lens 
and Nikon D200 camera. 
Enlarged.. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
I shot off a U2U to Internos for an opinion, and he felt it 
was pretty intriguing too! 
So what was this object that he photographed? To me 
it looks more like an extraterrestrial biological entity 
than a UFO! 
Unfortunately Michael's on a trip  to Zapata Falls and 
so won't be in contact for some time. But this time he's 
taking a more powerful telephoto lens and a back-up 
video capability. Let's hope he gets some more 
exciting stuff!! 
Cheers! :D
Link to thread: ...thread324754/pg1

Dozens in Texas town report 
seeing UFO
Created by: Symp EL on January 14, flags: 66, replies: 656
STEPHENVILLE, Texas - In this farming community 
where nightfall usually brings clear, starry skies, 
residents are abuzz over reported sightings of what 
many believe is a UFO. 
Several dozen people — including a pilot, county 
constable and business owners — insist they have 
seen a large silent object with bright lights flying low 
and fast. Some reported seeing fighter jets chasing it. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread326891/pg1
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Pseudoskeptics and 
Disinformants on ATS
Created by: Skyfloating on January 19, flags: 61, replies: 
380
In 4 years of reading ATS I have become convinced 
that a troop  of paid-disinformants is operating on ATS 
to stifle research, derail threads, make the good work 
of ATS members look stupid to the reader who only 
superficially browses a subject. These disinformants 
are often cloaked as skeptics but do not behave like 
real skeptics but rather like pseudoskeptics. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The term pseudoskepticism (or pseudo-skepticism) 
denotes thinking that appears to be skeptical but is 
not. The term is most commonly encountered in the 
form popularised by Marcello Truzzi, through his 
Journal of Scientific Exploration, where he defined 
pseudoskeptics as those who take "the negative rather 
than an agnostic position but still call themselves 
'skeptics'"[1] [2]." 
Sound familiar? 
For all those Mars, UFO, 9/11, Paranormal, Ancient 
Civilizations researchers out there who have become 
disheartened by the onslaught of attacks of the 
pseudoskeptic and given up  on their research, its high 
time to re-instate some confidence in researching 
views that deviate from the mainstream. 
"While a Professor of Sociology at Eastern Michigan 
University in 1987, Truzzi gave the following 
description of pseudoskeptics:While a Professor of 
Sociology at Eastern Michigan University in 1987, 
Truzzi gave the following description of 
pseudoskeptics: 
In science, the burden of proof falls upon the claimant; 
and the more extraordinary a claim, the heavier is the 
burden of proof demanded. The true skeptic takes an 
agnostic position, one that says the claim is not proved 
rather than disproved. He asserts that the claimant has 
not borne the burden of proof and that science must 
continue to build its cognitive map  of reality without 
incorporating the extraordinary claim as a new "fact." 
Since the true skeptic does not assert a claim, he has 
no burden to prove anything. He just goes on using the 
established theories of "conventional science" as 
usual. But if a critic asserts that there is evidence for 
disproof, that he has a negative hypothesis --saying, 
for instance, that a seeming psi result was actually due 
to an artifact--he is making a claim and therefore also 
has to bear a burden of proof.[3] 
" 
So much for the hysterical "show me evidence right 
now or its all untrue!" crowd. 
This is particularly interesting: 

"Truzzi attributed the following characteristics to 
pseudoskeptics: 
Truzzi attributed the following characteristics to 
pseudoskeptics: 
The tendency to deny, rather than doubt [4] 
Double standards in the application of criticism [5] 
The making of judgments without full inquiry [6] 
Tendency to discredit, rather than investigate [7] 
Use of ridicule or ad hominem attacks in lieu of 
arguments[8] 
Pejorative labeling of proponents as 'promoters', 
'pseudoscientists' or practitioners of 'pathological 
science.'[9] 
Presenting insufficient evidence or proof [10] 
Assuming criticism requires no burden of proof [11] 
Making unsubstantiated counter-claims [12] 
Counter-claims based on plausibility rather than 
empirical evidence [13] 
Suggesting that unconvincing evidence is grounds for 
dismissing it [14] 
What is this thread for? 
* It provides a thread you can link to the next time a 
pseudoskeptic tries to derail your thread or confuse 
readers not familiar with the depth of a topic. 
* It invites discussion about the methods and tactics of 
the pseudoskeptic. 
* It invites disucssion about the reality of paid disinfo-
agents on this board (some of which I will contribute 
to). 
Remember, the true skeptic is a welcome asset to real 
research. He says: "Maybe its true, but probably not". 
The pseudoskeptic contributes nothing to research. 
Before examining or discussing he shoots out: "This is 
bunk. Nothing to see here!" For some pseudoskeptics 
this has become daily routine on ATS. Zero 
contribution, much destruction. 
The discovery of new things can only come about with 
the childlike (not childish) vigor that enthusiasm and 
"dreaming big dreams" produce. Ive seen the passion 
of many able ATS-researchers destroyed by a 
particular brand of scoffing, ridicule and attack. Go 
through the archives and look how many once great 
contributors to the site no longer come here. 
Beware of the inflationary use of the words "show 
evidence!". Beware of the manipulative phrasing some 
of them use. Beware of the twisting of words and the 
taking-out-of-context of quotes. There are many 
propaganda-warlike methods the Disinfo-Agent and 
the Pseudoskeptic use. 
Progress the cause of publishing alternative views and 
non-mainstream information. 
:up: 
[edit on 19-1-2008 by Skyfloating] 
[edit on 19-1-2008 by Skyfloating]
Link to thread: ...thread327954/pg1
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Mars Blue Sky & Water!
Created by: Lotlatino on January 4, flags: 60, replies: 434
hey guys i might be way off but...... nasa has always 
told us that mars sky is red right? well someone in 
nasa is going to get in trouble!!! LOL at the official 
Nasa.gov site theirs a primary picture at the home 
page of Spirit taking a picture of mars landscape 
but..... the sky is Blue Rolf, someone must have 
forgotten that the sky needs to be painted red before 
uploading the picture or what?? and you can clearly 
see what looks like WATER!! amazing! 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Link to thread: ...thread324816/pg1

Startup Says It Can Make 
Ethanol for $1 a Gallon, and 
Without Corn
Created by: Jazzyguy on January 26, flags: 57, replies: 45
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A biofuel startup  in Illinois can make ethanol from just 
about anything organic for less than $1 per gallon, and 
it wouldn't interfere with food supplies, company 
officials said. 
Coskata, which is backed by General Motors and other 
investors, uses bacteria to convert almost any organic 
material, from corn husks (but not the corn itself) to 
municipal trash, into ethanol. 
"It's not five years away, it's not 10 years away. It's 
affordable, and it's now," said Wes Bolsen, the 
company's VP."(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread329553/pg1

The Dennis Kucinich (and 
wife Elizabeth) ATS MIX 
Interview NOW UP - ATS MIX 
Show SE04
Created by: Dave Rabbit on January 16, flags: 56, replies: 
83
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Dennis Kucinich and wife Elizabeth are being kind 
enough to do an interview with Dave Rabbit & Johnny 
Anonymous on the ATS MIX Show this Friday, January 
18th, 2008 at 10 a.m. est. They are both taking time 
out of their VERY busy schedule to speak with Dave & 
Johnny, which includes Dennis’s campaign efforts for a 

Democratic Presidential bid this election year. 
Currently, Mr. Kucinich is the House Representative for 
the 10th District of Ohio, and before this he served as 
Mayor of Cleveland. Although she is not running for 
President, Elizabeth in her own right has made great 
accomplishments throughout her years of campaigning 
for social justices. Among other things, she has spent 
many months in rural India and Tanzania advocating 
regional development, and volunteered with a unit of 
the British Red Cross. Together, they are campaigning 
for a better America with ideas to improve Health Care, 
foreign policy and our economy, just to name a few. 
The interview will be posted Monday, January 21, 
2008 here on the ATS MIX Show Page as well as our 
worldwide feeds. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Link to thread: ...thread327354/pg1

Voter Fraud ????
Created by: Nailer on January 9, flags: 53, replies: 96
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Is this true ? I believe it is very true."(visit the link for 
the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread325730/pg1

VIDEO: This is What A Police 
State Looks Like
Created by: palehorse23 on January 14, flags: 53, replies: 
201
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"In Portland, the cops get up  close and personal for 
the crime of exercising the First Amendment. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread326898/pg1

Police officer records UFO
Created by: oLDWoRLDDiSoRDeR on January 26, flags: 
53, replies: 142
"I have always held a high regard for Officer Friendly 
in the matters of UFOs, this is no exception. 
In The State of Veracruz Mexico, a UFO is clearly 
seen in an official police patrol cam video. 
" 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
[edit on 26-1-2008 by oLDWoRLDDiSoRDeR]
Link to thread: ...thread329641/pg1
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Phobos May Be Alien Space 
Base: White House adviser!!
Created by: mikesingh on January 17, flags: 47, replies: 
130
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Phobos, photographed by the Mars Express High 
Resolution 
Stereo Camera (HRSC). 
Courtesy: The Register 
Was Phobos some kind of an 'outpost' of Mars made 
by an ET civilization, maybe hundreds of thousands of 
years ago? Or is it still so? 
What with all the weird, unexplained anomalies on 
Mars and Phobos, there could be some element of 
credibility to this, though it’s pure conjecture so far. 
Whilst browsing Rense, this is what I found. Though 
this is of the 60s vintage, it shows the thinking in the 
White House in the days of yore. But it could be the 
thinking today too! Who knows? 
"The Martian moon Phobos, generally accepted as a 
celestial body, actually may be an artificial satellite 
launched long ago by an advanced Martian race, 
according to Dr. S. Fred Singer, special advisor to 
President Eisenhower on space developments. No 
mention was made of the other Mars moon, Deimos. 
Dr. Singer backed a claim first made by the Soviet 
astrophysicist Shklovsky. The Russian scientist's 
announcement that Phobos was a hollow, artificial 
satellite, proving the existence of a Martian civilization, 
set off heated arguments among astronomers. 
Shklovsky based his decision on a long study of 
Phobos' peculiar orbit, which other astronomers have 
noted. The Russian claim has calculations and those 
of earlier astronomers prove Phobos cannot possibly 
be an ordinary moon. 
In 1963, Raymond H. Wilson Jr., Chief of Applied 
Mathematics at NASA, joined Shklovsky and Dr. 
Singer in their Martian conclusions. He stated that 
"Phobos might be a colossal base orbiting Mars." 
Now have a look at some of these images of Phobos. 
What do you think? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
A monolith on Phobos. Is it artificial? 
Courtesy: Palermo Project 
Aliensurgeon 
Here’s a weird formation on Phobos taken by Mars 
Global Surveyor. Do you notice it toward the upper 
left? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
MOC image 50103 subframe near Stickney crater. 
Courtesy: MSSS 
I have zoomed in sharpened and reduced picture 
noise some… 

(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Weird formation on Phobos.. Can this 
be the remains of an artificial structure? 
And now the Canadian Space Agency is set to lead a 
mission to Phobos named Phobos Reconnaissance 
and International Mars Exploration (“PRIME”). The 
PRIME science team has tentatively selected the 
monolith area as the target landing site! (Well, I wish 
NASA takes a leaf out of this and selects target 
landing sites near some of those numerous anomalies 
on Mars!) 
Why Phobos? 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Phobos – An alien docking station? This infrared 
photograph 
was the last taken by the Russian probe, Phobos II 
before it lost contact (Destroyed?) 
Courtesy: ufos-aliens 
Does anyone have any more info on the anomalies on 
Phobos? It does seem to be a strange moon. Could it 
actually be an alien space base? 
Cheers! :D 
Ref: 
Link to thread: ...thread327511/pg1

Where is Ron Paul?
Created by: TrueAmerican on January 16, flags: 46, replies: 
155
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Link shows latest New York Times results, except for 
one slight little problem..."(visit the link for the full news 
article)
Link to thread: ...thread327331/pg1

Pine Gap Underground Entry?
Created by: mungodave on January 18, flags: 46, replies: 
527
Ive been tooling around on Google Earth, following 
dead end roads around Pine Gap, Central Australia 
and found and interesting entry straight into the side of 
a mountain range under the main facility.... appears to 
have been "touched up" some. 
It appears to be the main heavy vehicle entry located 
close to the maingaurd facility 
Any comments? 
Cheers from Down Under 
Mungo 
Find it at..... 
23'48"47.70S 133'44"16.86E 
[Mod Edit: Title correction - Jak] 
[edit on 3/2/08 by JAK]
Link to thread: ...thread327853/pg1
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Alien Hair from Australia
Created by: DogHead on January 31, flags: 45, replies: 91
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
The Khoury encounters were extremely well 
researched, and the bizarre hair was confirmed to be 
hominid / human albeit of an unique type-- 
Word is that now the William and Eliza Hall Institute in 
Melbourne Australia is working on cloning from the hair 
sample. To what end, no one seems to know.
Link to thread: ...thread331025/pg1

Evidence of Election Fraud in 
Iowa and NH?
Created by: TrueAmerican on January 9, flags: 44, replies: 
179
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Michael Rivero of "WhatReallyHappened.com" posted 
a link to an article on his site today. Below it, he wrote: 
"I received numerous emails from Iowans who had 
participated in the Caucus, and they were reporting 
Ron Paul wins in the rooms they voted in." 
I shot off an email to Mike Rivero, asking him if he 
wouldn't post more info about those emails here in this 
thread btw. 
Caller to C-SPAN concerning Sutton County NH Ron 
Paul votes."(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
[edit on 9-1-2008 by TrueAmerican]
Link to thread: ...thread325731/pg1

Bizarre statement from Fox 
Debate Moderator
Created by: Golack on January 13, flags: 44, replies: 108
I don't know if any of you guys have been following 
Ron Paul or not but that is not really the point of this 
thread. 
I want to discuss something very odd that I discovered 
within a clip  of the recent South Carolina Republican 
Presidential debate. 
Carl Cameron, a Fox Newscaster and moderator at 
this debate, was asking Ron Paul a question. The 
question was whether he had any viability as a 
Republican candidate. 
The exact words, "Congressman Paul, yet another 
question about electability. ..... Do you have any sir?" 
etc etc 

But he utters something very odd in between the 
statement about electability and the question "Do you 
have any sir?" It happens between the 8 and 10 
second mark in the video. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
See it? "Their way" 
What the heck is that supposed to mean :lol:
Link to thread: ...thread326693/pg1

A question about the 
"reptilian thread" 
phenomenon
Created by: Djarums on January 2, flags: 43, replies: 213
Please note this is posted by Djarums, ATS Member, 
NOT Djarums ATS SuperModerator. I'm posting my 
personal views and a question from ME.
As a longtime member of ATS and someone who has 
always been interested in alternative topics and 
discussions I have seen dozens of threads posted 
claiming to show video of "so and so" morphing into a 
reptilian etc. 
Now, for full disclosure, while I do enjoy discussing 
alternative topics I have always found this topic to be a 
little bit "out there". That said, I've always respected 
other people's opinions. My opinion is that these 
claims are a bit outrageous. But hey, that's just me. 
My question about these threads is actually a really 
simple one. Please bear with me for a moment and 
consider the following points. 
You'll notice that these threads are always about 
famous people. Whether it's a prominent politicians, a 
news reporter, a celebrity, or whoever, it's always 
someone who would be considered "famous" or 
"influential" which I'm sure feeds the theory that there 
is something sinister about them. We never really see 
videos titled "random person in the street turns into 
lizard" or anything like that. It's always someone well 
known, which brings me to my next point. 
Anyone who is familiar with today's popular culture, 
especially in the United States and England, is quite 
familiar with the fact that most celebrities are having 
photographs and videos taken of them nearly 24/7, 
which brings me to my next point. 
All of the video of these people is archived these days. 
Every newscast, every soundbite, every blurb  having 
anything to do with these "newsmakers" is archived by 
various sources. This brings me to my actual 
question... 
Why is it that every single time someone presents a 
thread about "so and so" being a reptilian is the 
evidence some third rate, horrible quality, knock off, 
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faded out, pixellated, blurry, boxy, horrendous 
YouTube Video? 
Do you mean to tell me that no better quality is 
available? Baloney! If I was watching CNN (for 
example) and I noticed Anderson Cooper's nose 
change shape you can be pretty darn sure that I'd hit 
the DVR up  real quickly, or better yet, order a copy of 
the program from the network. YES, did you know that 
you can almost always request a copy of a television 
program from the network? Did you know that the 
networks keep  ALL of their programs on tape? Yes, 
every one of them. Now, you may reply to me by 
saying "well, they charge 20 dollars for it", but come on 
now... if I had seen something that would change 
everyone's perception of reality I'd surely pay the 20 
dollars for it. Wouldn't you? 
But no... instead all we get is the youtube garbage 
quality that I described earlier with too many adjectives 
to repeat. So what happens with the youtube videos? 
What's wrong with the youtube videos? Well, what 
happens is that because they are of such pathetic 
quality, the immediate arguments presented are 
related to that very video's quality. Digital noise, 
garbling, warped pixels, etc. It is impossible to refute 
those arguments because they're RIGHT!!! The videos 
suck! Show me the Queen of England or The 
President "shapeshifting" in full screen 1080p  quality 
and then we'll have something to talk about. Video 
hosting? Hell, if you find someone morphing into a 
lizard on REAL quality video, the offers to host it will 
come from everywhere. I'll pay for the damn thing to 
be hosted. 
In this day and age of video being everywhere and 
everything being saved I can NOT understand this 
bizarre phenomenon of people uploading their 
supposed evidence of something potentially earth 
shattering in horrendous quality. Why do this? If you're 
trying to PROVE something or to EXPOSE something 
or to REVEAL something, then put in the effort and do 
the job. By simply pasting artifact riddled videoclips 
that are worse than a 10 dollar cellular phone's 
camera you are contributing nothing to what you're 
claiming to be your cause. Unless that's not the 
motivation at all... 
I'd appreciate any input people have on this, perhaps 
unusually long post for me, but something that had 
been bugging me for a while. Any comments will be 
appreciated, and again I certainly don't mean to insult 
or pick on anyone this is something that I personally 
want to ask.
Link to thread: ...thread324370/pg1

World Markets Plunge - DJIA 
Futures Down Nearly 500 
Points
Created by: JacKatMtn on January 21, flags: 42, replies: 
513
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"LONDON -- After the heavy losses nursed by Asian 
and European stock markets, U.S. stock futures are 
pointing to huge losses when markets re-open on 
Tuesday. Futures on the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
dropped 476 points"(visit the link for the full news 
article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Mod Edit: Title tweak 
[edit on 1/21/2008 by Gools]
Link to thread: ...thread328306/pg1

BREAKING NEWS: Military 
Offers Explanation For 
Stephenville UFO Reports
Created by: Frank Warren on January 23, flags: 42, replies: 
298
" 
FORT WORTH, Texas -- Nearly two weeks after UFOs 
were reported over Stephenville, the U.S. military has 
offered an explanation as to the source of the 
mysterious lights. 
Maj. Karl Lewis, a spokesman for the 301st Fighter 
Wing at the Naval Air Station Fort Worth Joint Reserve 
Base, said in a news release that an "error was made 
regarding the reported training activity of military 
aircraft" and that "10 F-16s from the 457th Fighter 
Squadron were performing training operations in the 
Brownwood Military Operating Area." 
Lewis had previously said there were no F-16s or 
other aircraft from the base in the area the night many 
of the sightings were reported.(links removed, visit the 
thread for external references) 
" 
Cheers,Frank
Link to thread: ...thread328841/pg1
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OUTBREAK: 2000+ Have Fever 
In Bird Flu Hot Spot
Created by: AllSeeingI on January 23, flags: 42, replies: 92
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Kolkata, India. January 22 About 2,324 cases of 
people suffering from fever have been reported from 
the Birbhum district — Ground Zero of the bird flu 
outbreak in the state — in the last five days. 
According to the status report, as many as 707 fever 
cases were reported from Birbhum district on January 
18. 
A day later and another 304 people were added to the 
list. 
January 21, 707 more cases were added to the 
existing figures and today an additional 613 cases of 
fever were recorded. 
Link to thread: ...thread328917/pg1

U.S. Supreme Court Denies 
Certiorari
Created by: Patriot36 on January 15, flags: 41, replies: 34
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"On January 4, 2008, the Judges of the Supreme 
Court of the United States, in conference, voted to 
deny the Petition for Writ of Certiorari in the landmark 
Right-to-Petition case We The People v. United States. 
On January 7 the Court issued its Order denying 
certiorari. 
Without comment, the Supreme Court decided not to 
hear We The People v. United States, a case which, if 
heard, would have required the Court to declare -- for 
the first time history -- whether the Government is 
obligated to respond to proper Petitions by ordinary, 
private individuals for Redress of Grievances – 
specifically Grievances alleging unconstitutional 
behavior by the Government, and whether the 
individual having so Petitioned, has the Right to act to 
peacefully hold the Government accountable if the 
Government refuses to respond. 
Link to thread: ...thread327055/pg1

Reporting From Texas
Created by: Valhall on January 19, flags: 41, replies: 54
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Texas is currently the hot spot of a trifecta of open 
cases. From missing persons to UFOs to possible 
fugitives on the run, Texas is the place to be. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread327948/pg1

I am Jesse Macbeth, this my 
response to the world
Created by: dryken1 on January 23, flags: 41, replies: 268
well, iam fresh out of prison, and i see the world is still 
discussion me mostly bashing me, for the things that i 
have said i deserve it. but i know alot of you have been 
wanting to know the truth have been wanting to know 
why i did and said the things i did. first off let me say i 
had no ideah it would get this big i had no ideah it 
would become internation and that was not my 
intention. i simply wanted to get back at the army for 
the way they treated me in basic training. basic is hard 
but for me it was even harder. i dont exspect any of 
you to believe any of this because my credabilty is 
already shot but here is the truth. take it are leave it. 
iam muslim and have been most of my life. my family 
was muslim. i grew up  in saudi arabia for the first 
seven years of my life. i joined the army an american 
muslim proud of my country and wanting to make a 
difference i knew that i could be an asset to operation 
in iraq because iam muslim i speak arabic, i can read it 
and write it, and i know the culture. i was also 
homeless at that point in my life. i joined the army a 
proud man. but it seemed the army wasent so proud to 
have me. the first week of basic everything went ok 
besides being smoked and drilled to exhaustion there 
were no out of orinary issues. intil during the secound 
one of my drill dgt (ds martin) appraoched me in the 
training bay in front of all the other iet soldiers in my 
platoon took the quran off my bunk spit in it and threw 
it across the room yelling "muslims dont belong in my 
army" and madde me crawl in his words" like the 
muslim dog i was" to get my holy book. i was upset but 
again i wanted so bad to be part of something. all my 
life i was eigther in grouphomes homeless are in jail. i 
wanted to change that and this was my chance so i 
took the the racial slurs and religiouse slurs know that 
it wouold all end in 7 more weeks. but it only got worse 
during the 3 week of basic in the few hrs that we get to 
sleep i was pulled down from my bunk by my drill sgt. i 
was on the top bunk so the fall took the wind from me. 
he a and a couple of other iet soldiers beat me badly 
strip  my cloths from me and tied me to the poll naked 
in the training bay. for the next 2 days i was tied there 
naked. pages of my quran were ripped out and shoved 
down my throat. bacon was shoved down my thrat. 
cold water was dumped on me. i was called hajji, sand 
nigger, and several other slurs. i was repeatedly 
punched kicked and spit on while i was tied i did not 
sleep for the days i was tied to the poll and i had to 
urniated on myself. i had open wounds and cuts on my 
face and all over mybody the only nourishment i got 
were the words of allah. that was enough to get me 
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through it. on the mourning of the third day i was 
rleased told to shower and clean the bay. i still dident 
know why they singled me out. i was on there side a 
black muslim american. trying to help  and make a 
difference. but to them i was just a muslim i was just 
the enemy. i was hurt and scared and i began to hate 
them for the things they did to me. the drill sgt knew i 
was not gonna keep  quite about what happen so he 
threatened me he said that if i said anything he would 
kill me and make it look like an accident on the feild. at 
the point in my life i dident care anymore what he did 
to me. i went to the chaplin and told him what 
happened. he dident belive me despite how beaten 
and battered my body was despite showing him my 
ripped and torn quran. i wasnt to the battilion 
comander and he braught in the drill sgt martin. i was 
afraid of him afriad of all of them. he dident belive me 
eigther his words were. "why shoul;d i believe you a 
pvt over a mant hat has 17yrs in the army and no 
blemish on his record" and i was sent away after drill 
sgt martin called me a liar several times. later that 
night he stood me infrom of all the training platoons on 
sandhill and told them iam the enemy iam the reason 
why we are fighting my people were responable for 
911 
out of sapce......
Link to thread: ...thread328879/pg1

Electric star model now 
explains every problem 
facing solar space physics
Created by: ZeuZZ on January 30, flags: 41, replies: 164
I recently read a list of all the outstanding problems in 
solar physics by Markus J. Aschwanden of the TRACE 
solar satelite observatory, and I was amazed because 
nearly every single one of them can easily be 
answered by the Electric sun model. A rough overview 
of the model can be seen here;which basically states 
that the sun is at a high voltage, just like Tesla 
predicted over a hundreds years ago. 
The time has truly come to abandon traditional nuclear 
core models of the sun. 
Here are the problems as outlined in a recent overview 
of TRACE's work; 
"Markus J. Aschwanden Submitted: 2007-03-20 15:39 
we look back over the last 6 decades in solar physics 
and contemplate about 10 outstanding problems (or 
research focii) in solar physics: 
(1) The solar neutrino problem, 
(2) Structure of the solar interior (helioseismoloy), 
(3) The solar magnetic field (dynamo, solar cycle, 
corona), 

(4) Hydrodynamics of coronal loops, - 
(5) MHD oscillations and waves (coronal seismology), 
(6) The coronal heating problem, 
(7) Self-organized criticality (from nanoflares to giant 
flares, 
(8) Magnetic reconnection processes, 
(9) Particle acceleration processes, 
(10) Coronal mass ejections and coronal dimming. 
The first two problems have been largely solved, 
recently, while the other 8 selected problems are still 
pending a final solution, and thus remain persistent 
Challenges for the next Solar Cycle 24, the theme of 
this jubilee conference. 
" 
I agree with him that the first two problems have been 
mainly solved, so i will address the last eight. 
I'll quickly outline the main concepts of Electric stars 
so I can show how they apply to these issues; 
* Most of the space within our galaxy is occupied by 
plasma containing electrons (negative charges) and 
ionized atoms (positive charges). Every charged 
particle in the plasma has an electric potential energy 
(voltage) just as every pebble on a mountain has a 
mechanical potential energy. The Sun is surrounded 
by a plasma cell that stretches far out - many times the 
radius of Pluto. These are facts not hypotheses. 
* The Sun is at a more positive electrical potential 
(voltage) than is the space plasma surrounding it. 
* Due to this the sun will emanate an electrical field, 
just like every other electrically charged object. 
* Generally positive ions leave the Sun and electrons 
enter the Sun. Both of these flows add to form a net 
positive current leaving the Sun. Because of the Sun's 
positive charge (voltage), it acts as the anode in a 
plasma discharge. As such, it exhibits many of the 
phenomena observed in earthbound plasma 
experiments, such as anode tufting. 
* The Sun may be powered, not from within itself, but 
from outside, by the electric (Birkeland) currents that 
flow in our arm of our galaxy as they do in all galaxies. 
So, to address the problems with the current models; 
(3) The solar magnetic field (dynamo, solar cycle, 
corona) 
> The solar magnetic field and dynamo would not be 
so mysterious to astronomy if they accepted that the 
suns magnetic field is produced by the same thing that 
produces all magnetic fields; The motion of charge, ie, 
Electric currents. The fact that the magnetic field is 
relatively constant implies that the electric currents that 
produce it are continuous also, and persist for long 
periods of time. 
(4) Hydrodynamics of coronal loops 
> I'm not so sure what the problem is with this, but 
there have been many observations of electricity 
causing coronal loops published in astronomy journals, 
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which is highly consistent with the electric sun idea. 
Here’s a few; 
This is one of the most popularly cited electrical 
current theory of solar flares, by the founder of plasma 
cosmology, Hannes Alfven;
and followed up by this one;
more recent; Towards the circuit theory of solar flares, 
Zaitsev, V. V.; Stepanov, A.
And this paper looks at the effects of Birkeland 
currents on solar flares; 
Solar flares are electrical in nature, caused by the 
separation of charge in some shape of form. Even 
conventional astronomers have accepted this, 
although they dont extrapolate what effects this 
electricity could have on other areas of the sun, in their 
opinion the rest of the sun is slowly convecting gas, 
not effected by the immense electrical currents that 
run throughout it. However most plasma cosmologists 
will tell them that this is not the case, and that if we are 
to understand the sun correctly more work needs to be 
done on understanding the electrics of the sun so we 
can build a complete process orientated model of the 
current circuit inside, and outside, the sun. 
(5) MHD oscillations and waves (coronal seismology) 
>This stems from astronomers using many completely 
different models to explain the coronal heating and 
acceleration problems. Last time I checked there were 
over twenty different mechanisms for coronal 
seismology. Many of these could be resolved by 
applying the effects the suns electrical fields would 
have on particles in the corona. (ref; (links removed, 
visit  the thread for external references) - Swedish 
Institute of Space Physics) 
"During the past 50 years there have been many 
attempts to solve this outstanding problem in 
astrophysics, and there are more than 20 different 
models and mechanisms for coronal heating proposed 
in the literature; see reviews [6–8]" 
(6) The coronal heating problem (and the more 
general problem of why there is a corona at all) 
> This is one of the main problems with current models 
that is very hard to explain. The temperature of the 
corona far exceeds the temperature of the surface of 
the sun by millions of degrees. This is an explicit 
violation of the inverse square law for radiation. 
However, if the sun is attracting its energy remotely in 
the first place, you don’t have this problem, as the first 
place you would expect to see this energy expressed 
is above the surface. Infact the standard model fails to 
answer the more basic question of why is the corona 
there at all? The standard model neither predicts nor 
explains it; it is obviously an electrical effect. 
[edit on 30-1-2008 by ZeuZZ]
Link to thread: ...thread330624/pg1

3 Overlooked Causes for 
World War III
Created by: thelibra on January 8, flags: 39, replies: 63
When asked what will cause World War III, most 
people will immediately say "The Middle East". Try it, 
it's a fun experiment. However, the truth is most 
nations have known what the Middle East is like for 
hundreds of years, and have managed to prevent 
having an all out global war so far. While it's certainly 
possible that this region will eventually cause WWIII, 
I'd like to examine three almost entirely overlooked 
causes that will almost certainly cause a World War if 
not addressed in the very near future. If nothing else, 
they are each ticking time-bombs with a span of a few 
decades or less before all hell breaks loose. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
SUMMARY: China, faced with an imminent food and 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references), 
has proposed, approved, and begun the (links 
removed, visit  the thread for external references) to 
divert many rivers to increase its arable land capacity. 
The Brahmaputra River is one of the rivers chosen for 
diversion. Currently it feeds into eastern India, and is a 
vital source of water and tributaries there. If diverted, 
eastern India will be in an immediate water crisis, both 
for drinking and farming, and roughly a million people 
stand to lose their home, lives, or both. Both countries 
are at (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references) with one another, and literally millions of 
lives depend on the fate of this river. If China proceeds 
with the diversion, India will consider it an act of war, 
and will act accordingly. If China doesn't complete the 
diversion, millions of Chinese will end up  dying as a 
result of water and food shortage. Both are 
enormously populated nuclear powers and fully 
committed to their stance. 
OUTCOME: If a nuclear exchange does not take 
place, India will most likely be defeated by Chinese 
conventional warfare unless assisted by equally strong 
allies, such as the United States. China would follow 
suit, and the UN would quickly find itself polarized by 
two most powerful members. World War would be the 
inevitable next step  unless a compromise were 
reached. If nuclear exchange does take place between 
India and China, India may find itself without allies, 
and destroyed by China. In a "best-case" scenario, 
millions will find themselves displaced or dead by the 
removal of half India's water source. There is no 
"good" outcome to this situation. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
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SUMMARY: Few people consider the incredible impact 
that one country's sole ownership  of The North Pole 
would have. It is estimated that a fourth of the world's 
undiscovered gas and oil is present there, along with 
other strategic resources like uranium, titanium, and 
gold. Additionally, as global climate change shrinks the 
polar caps, the North Pole will soon become the 
quickest sea route between 3 continents, and five 
major countries, each of which claims ownership 
despite international law that states no country shall 
have ownership  of the North Pole. (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references), (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references), (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references), (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references), and (links removed, 
visit  the  thread for external references) all have placed 
various claims on the area. In fact, now (links removed, 
visit  the thread for external references) can attempt to 
place a claim on the area. With such an incredible 
wealth of economic and strategic advantage at stake 
over an area rife with controversy, it is only a matter of 
time before one country attempts a squat and violence 
ensues. 
OUTCOME: Between their planting of a flag on the 
sea bed, and new evidence suggesting their 
continental shelf extends all the way to the pole, and a 
powerful military and economic backing to enforce its 
claim, Russia is the most likely to attempt the first 
squat. While Norway, Denmark, and Canada may 
demand UN sanctions as a result, the U.S., threatened 
by both the military proximity of their traditional 
nemesis as well as the loss of countless potential 
resources, will most likely threated military action 
against Russia. With the incredibly (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references) in Russia, the advent 
of (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references), and the view that America's military is 
significantly weakened as the result of the Iraq war, 
Russia will most likely not back down until violence 
escalates between the two nuclear nations. This may 
in turn be seen as an ideal opportunity for Russia, 
North Korea, and China to create a joint venture to 
strengthen the Russian position in the region, 
prompting the U.S., Candada, and their respective 
allies to respond in kind. With so much at stake, it is 
highly unlikely the situation will be resolved peacefully. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
SUMMARY: we've known since (links removed, visit 
the thread for external references) that the world 
population was outgrowing its food supply. Historically, 
countless wars have been waged in order to increase 
agricultural productivity. (links removed, visit  the thread 
for external references) helped to assuage this briefly, 
by improving grain output by about 250%. Even still, of 

all the nations on Earth, only a handful export grain, 
and the United States provides (links removed, visit  the 
thread for external references) of those exports. Taking 
into effect the increased demands on U.S. food supply 
by a growing population made more so through 
immigration, the paving over of arable land, the finite 
nature of some resources, erosion and pollution, it is 
estimated that the U.S. will have to start scaling back 
food exports as of 2020 until by 2050 there are not 
only will all food exports have halted, but that the 
American population itself will have begun to exceed 
its own food supply. Food costs in America will be 
about 3-5 times what they are today. That is not to say 
that a dollar's worth of food will cost $3-5, but rather if 
you currently spend about 10% of your income on 
food, you can expect it to account for 30-50% of your 
income. Costs will continue to rise until either the 
demand placed upon the food supply is significantly 
decreased around the world (estimates place this 
anywhere from 1/3 to 2/3 the population, depending on 
the country). 
OUTCOME: Third world countries will outstrip  their 
ability to feed themselves long before America does. 
Several nations survive only through humanitarian aid, 
which will decrease further and further as increased 
demand for the dwindling food supply increases. 
Nations that do not completely collapse under the 
weight of riots, mass starvation, and debt incurred to 
buy food, will find themselves flooded with refuges 
from those that do, further straining the food supply of 
the more stable nations. As the problem worsens, 
every nation will likely enact a strict rationing system 
and birth control measures, until even that proves 
insufficient to handle the load. The world will split into 
those willing to commit mass genocide to feed those 
that remain, and those willing to go to war to prevent 
said genocide from happening. To the victor will go the 
farmland. 
If anyone has questions, or additional possible causes 
for WWIII outside the typical responses, I'd love to 
hear or discuss them.
Link to thread: ...thread325587/pg1
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Life on Mars? Amazing photos 
from NASA probe reveal 
image of mystery figure on 
Red Planet
Created by: Enceladus on January 22, flags: 39, replies: 
226
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Images beamed back from Mars would suggest so - 
although to sceptics, it could just be a strange rock 
formation. 
Nasa's Mars Explorer Spirit sent back images from the 
surface of the Red Planet four years ago, and there 
was initial disappointment among scientists that they 
lacked any signs of life. 
But space and science fiction enthusiasts are 
convinced there is more than meets the eye, and after 
years of studying the images, have found what 
appears to be an alien figure walking downhill."(visit 
the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread328515/pg1

How 'Mystery Space 
Orbiters' (F.A.S.T.) were filmed.
Created by: Johnbro on January 12, flags: 38, replies: 51
( post moved from buried thread ) 
Firstly, I believe that the images are of much less value 
than the method - or thoughts further provoked. I really 
don't care much about the 'Interstellar' video content - 
Mr. Walson's endeavouring to become a billionaire 
over this.... etc. And I truly don't want to become 
embroiled in the controversy of this debate. It is simply 
that myself - and now - daily, more around the globe 
are coming forth with simple images... taken over their 
homelands - that bear a certain simularity. 
The equipment I used to get my modest little images - 
was a mere hand-held Canon Power Shot Digital Elph 
SD750. I don't know all of the specs of the CCD ... etc. 
I did 'zoom in' - which in my case - was a max of 12 X. 
This object was located in the southwestern sky - 
approximately 20 degrees up  on the horizon - below - 
and in the general vicinity of the constellation 'Orion.' It 
was completely visible to the naked eye. Time of the 
sightings were regularly between 2100 and 2300 hrs - 
EST, USA. 
If folks go to the following ( and forementioned ) 
hyperlink - they can left-click on the images - and this 
will open up  files that are 7.1 megs of digital 
information. 

----- 
These aren't random chance sightings. There is a 
childishly-simple approach that we are taking to find 
what I refer to as 'Chameleon Stars.' I call them this... 
not because the hide against a background... but 
because they apparently change colors. They continue 
to be odd-looking & moving, relative to the rest of the 
'ordinary' stars. 
They are flashing reds, blues and greens - when all of 
the rest are pale white. As I look into a clear night sky - 
I scan across the horizon - investigating each azimuth 
- and always, with my naked eye - can I find 2 or 3 
standouts - they are almost always literally in the four 
corners of the sky. As I watched them closer - I would 
sometimes see small specks of light seemingly 
jumping off of them. It almost appears as if they are 
spinning. 
The first time I noticed them was back in 1994, over 
Los Angeles, california. When I looked at one through 
a telescope... it looked like a cardboard roll... like when 
the TP is all gone from the restroom. Not being funny 
really... that was the shape of it. Another time... I found 
one that looked like the 'Bat plane' - and I later saw the 
exact shape on a video taken by a space shuttle 
mission. Was odd coincidence. 
This has been around for a very long time. 
Actually, resumed shooting these images - a couple of 
months ago. I now have a catalogue of them for 
verification posted. I have also been posting a diary of 
my observations ( with pictures ) on a thread at 
UFOcasebook. Go down the following page about half-
way... and look for the 'notched disk' image. The story 
will commence there. 
So, in conclusion - it is my belief that all Mr. Walson is 
doing is; ( with the aid of a high-powered zoom lens - a 
'High 8' or better videocam - [Fugitron would be 
perfect... but cost prohibitive.]) 
1) Visually locating the 'chameleon stars' 
2 ) Aligning the object into his viewfinder -- 
3) Fully 'racking-out' the 'zoom' to 'infinity'- then 
disabling 'auto focus' function - 
4) And pressing 'record' 
After that, some manual camera tracking may be 
required as well. 
I say that anyone can do this. I don't know.... or really 
care about Mr. Walson and his videos. I just know 
what I saw and recorded. I firmly believe - with similar 
images coming from across the world - that it is the 
same thing. 
Nothing is truly debunked in a message forum. Topics 
can only be pro or con to the general concensus. 
Aggresive posters implying 'Because I said so' - 
means absolutely nothing. 
Just my opinion 
Link to thread: ...thread326465/pg1
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Alex Jone's Endgame: 
Blueprint for Global 
Enslavement
Created by: AboveTopSecret.com on January 21, flags: 36, 
replies: 77
For the New World Order, a world government is just 
the beginning. Once in place they can exact their plan 
to end 80% of the population and help  the select, 
"chosen few" of the planet live forever!with the aid of 
advanced technology. 
In Endgame, documentary filmmaker Alex Jones 
chronicles the history of the global elite's bloody rise to 
power and reveals how they have funded dictators and 
financed the bloodiest wars!using order out of chaos to 
pave the way for the first true world empire. 
Never before has a documentary assembled all the 
pieces of the globalists' dark agenda. Endgame's 
compelling look at past atrocities committed by those 
attempting to steer the future delivers information that 
the controlling media has meticulously censored for 
over 60 years, fully revealing the elite!s agenda to 
dominate the earth and carry out the most wicked plan 
in all of human history. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Visit the (links removed, visit the  thread for external 
references) for more titles from AboveTopSecret.com 
This title is presented under special license from The 
Disinformation Company and authorized exclusively 
for Internet streaming on AboveTopSecret.com. 
Unauthorized duplication or video extraction is strictly 
prohibited unless prior written permission is obtained 
from The Disinformation Company -- Disinfo.com 
Link to thread: ...thread328301/pg1

Ufo Fryazino (UFO over 
Fryazino" Stihiya, NTV 
channel)
Created by: oLDWoRLDDiSoRDeR on January 28, flags: 
36, replies: 76
Found a new one on youtube. (new to me) 
Not sure if it has been discussed before . But this one 
has a news report to go with it . 
Here is the video 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
And here is the report. Titled: "UFO over Fryazino" 
Stihiya, NTV channel 

(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
Ran a search and found nothing . Let me know what 
ya think . I know its kinda out there but it has n news 
report with it , I'll leave it up to you to decide. 
(I have no speakers so if the video is in some weird 
language i'm sorry) 
Link to thread: ...thread330052/pg1

The Truth About Christopher 
Columbus
Created by: thelibra on January 24, flags: 35, replies: 74
Who was Christopher Columbus? Was he really the 
first to discover America? Did he really do it to prove 
the Earth was round? Is there a reason the continents 
he discovered weren't called Columbia? What is the 
real truth about Christopher Columbus? Even on ATS, 
I've read a lot of threads with wrong information and 
assumptions about Columbus and the discovery of 
America. It is for this reason, I've decided to write this 
contextual history answering the biggest questions 
about the man. Read on, to find it out. Some of it you 
probably already knew, some of it you probably 
suspected, and some of it will probably surprise you. 
Common sense should immediately indicate 
Columbus was not the first to discover America, 
otherwise he wouldn't have encountered natives. 
Human remains in America that we have found so far 
date back as early as (links removed, visit the thread 
for external references). The three primary trains of 
thought as to where the natives came from are: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) - 
Mongolians crossed a land bridge from Eastern 
Siberia, across the Bering Strait, and over to Alaska, 
then migrated their way southward, somewhere 
between 16-11,000 years ago. 
(links removed, visit  the thread for external references) - 
First proven possible by Thor Heyerdahl in the Kon-
tiki, it is entirely possible that mankind was perfectly 
capable of crafting boats from native materials and 
safely navigating them through the Polynesian Islands 
till landing on the West Coast, thus allowing for a 
continuous stream of people to migrate to America 
throughout the ages. 
(links removed, visit  the thread for external references) - 
Most Native American tribes had a creation legend of 
some sort that states that they've always been there 
since the point of creation, rather than having 
migrated. This is not technically theory, as there are no 
scientific data to be analyzed and tested. It is belief, 
but is worth including for discussion's sake. 
In any event, America was originally discovered 
thousands of years before Columbus. So then one 
must further qualify the statement. 
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(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references), 
but didn't tell anyone about it because it was a prime 
fishing spot. America's coasts were a Basque's best-
kept trade secret, and the massive hauls they could 
procure off of an unoccupied coast were a major 
contributing factor to their fame as fisherman. 

Then of course, there's the story most of you know 
about the viking Leif Erikson discovering America first. 
Except that this is a very common mistake that even 
school teachers will make. In point of fact, (links 
removed, visit  the  thread for external references), by 
accident in AD 986, while trying to meet his father 
(who was part of Erik the Red's traveling party) on 
Greenland. When he realized he was in the wrong 
place, he turned around, found Greenland, told his 
father about it, who told Erik the Red, who's son, Leif, 
then went to the spot Bjarne described, and thus 
explored Newfoundland. 

However, all firsts must be qualified with the phrase 
"that we know of," because a 9200 year old human 
fossil known as (links removed, visit the thread for 
external references) was found in the state of 
Washington that completely breaks all known genetic 
rules of native inhabitants. The skull and facial 
reconstruction of Kennewick man are more like "a 
Caucasoid European accountant" than a Paleo-Indian 
hunter. To add further controversy, he was apparently 
killed with a weapon that didn't see common use until 
5000-8000 years ago. 

So why does Columbus get credit as being the first to 
discover it? A few reasons: 

No one else claimed widespread credit - Quick 
question? Who invented the light bulb? Thomas 
Edison, right? Wrong. It was Joseph Swan, 50 years 
before Jefferson. Jefferson simply told a big lie, and 
told it enough times, that people believed it. People 
believe what they are told, because they rarely have a 
reason not to. Now in actuality, Columbus didn't even 
claim to have discovered The New World. As of his 
third voyage to America, he still thought he was still in 
the Indies, off the coast of East Asia, for reasons we'll 
discuss later. 

Columbus had a publicist - In 1507(links removed, visit 
the thread for external references) was the first (that we 
know of) to realize and map that North and South 
America were a separate continent, and not, in fact, 
the eastern coast of Asia, based on the detailed 
accounts of explorer and cartographer Amerigo 
Vespucci had written. Unfortunately for Columbus, 
Waldseemüller mistakenly thought that Amerigo had, 

thus, been the one to discover the new world. So he 
latinized the name, and the West Indies became 
America. Later, in 1513, he was made aware of this 
mistake, and tried to correct his mistake, renaming it 
alternately "The Indies" or "Terra Incognita", and 
correcting his publishings to state that Columbus had, 
in fact, been the first to discover the New World. 
However, news traveled slowly. By this time, six years 
had passed, everyone who already knew about 
Waldseemüller's map  was already calling the new land 
America, and the map  itself was still being spread into 
new areas. The newer map  name never really caught 
on, but thanks to the publishings of Waldseemüller, 
Christopher Columbus was at least firmly established 
as the Discoverer of the New World. 

None of this actually mattered to Columbus himself, 
who died in 1506. 
After (links removed, visit  the  thread for external 
references), Europe as a whole fell apart at the seams. 
What had once been a unified continent had become 
countless war-torn nations, always changing hands 
and boundaries. Almost no one traveled, almost 
nothing was produced, and nearly every technology 
and work of literature was lost. Imagine if, in America, 
we lost all electricity, gas, running water, international, 
interstate, even intercity trade. In the desperate 
attempt to simply survive with no more distribution of 
food, water, and infrastructure, one's choices were to 
either live off the land, or live off the good graces of 
the local warlord. In one short generation, the great 
minds died off or busied themselves trying to find 
something to eat, and everyone else pretty much 
followed suit. 

As a result, Europe became an ignorant backwater 
area of men who had become little more than animals 
with weapons. There wasn't even a concept of 
economics, and thoughts of anything more than a 
couple of miles away simply didn't occur. No one 
traveled, except perhaps to raid their neighbors for 
food, women, and land. It was a terrible, ruthless time, 
though also an understandable result of starting from 
scratch when civilization simply ceases to exist. For 
over 500 years, these barbarians were only held in 
check by those with military might, and The Church. 
Anyone who wasn't Catholic was one of Them, and 
one of Them (usually Jews or Muslims) were, in 
merciful times, banished and run out of town at spear 
point, or alternately just killed. 

The rest of the world, however, had done pretty well 
for itself. Over in the Muslim lands, art, science, and 
commerce had flourished. Jews and other non-
Muslims were even rather warmly tolerated, needing to 
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pay only a token tax to be allowed to exercise their 
religions freely. As a result, ideas were rather freely 
exchanged, discussed, and evolved. Mosques were 
not just places of worship, they were places of 
learning, of study of arts, sciences, and economics, to 
the point that (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references) that lasted about 500 years. In 
turn, Agriculture flourished, especially a wide variety of 
spices. 

Now, around AD 1000, the Church, which was the only 
trans-continental unifying force, had a monopoly on 
education in Europe, and Jerusalem, the Holy Land, 
was considered to be, literally, the center of the 
Universe. When the Muslim Empire expanded 
westward into Anatolia, and the Eastern Orthodox 
Byzantine Empire called for help  from the Church, the 
Church raised an army, promising that each person 
who died fighting would automatically go to heaven, 
that all sins previous to their fighting in the Crusade 
would be forgiven (including those committed en route 
to battle), that it was okay to kill non-Christians, and 
that they could keep any spoils they found along the 
way. Since about the only thing Europe was good at at 
this point was killing, taking other people's stuff, and 
being good Catholics, the first army saw massive 
numbers join up, and (links removed, visit  the thread 
for external references) saw its inception. 

But no one had any idea how to equip, move, march, 
and feed an army of that size, or to get it from Point A 
to Point B. Literally, the science of Logistics had to 
begin development in Europe. So these people who, 
for the last 20 generations, had never traveled more 
than a couple of miles, figured out how to launch long-
distance expeditions involving many, many people. 

Moving forward, after several Crusades, and people 
traveling back and forth between Europe and 
Jerusalem, the Europeans realized that all the wealth 
in the world was concentrated around the Indian 
Ocean. They had gold, art, music, science, gadgets, 
literature, and the crown jewel of everything, Spices. 
When you live in a hellish backwater where your 
nightly meal is either the same grains you've been 
growing for 500 years, or whatever boiled meat you 
could manage to find, and even so much as having 
salt was a luxury, the concept of spices was magical. 
The art was pretty, the science was neat, the gadgets 
were nifty, and the gold was shiny, but to a barbarian, 
Spiced food was heaven on Earth. Enough so that 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references). 

Now the problem was this. The coastlines of the Indian 
Ocean were really far away. The lands were terribly 

treacherous, and bandits didn't make the trip  any 
better. This made such journeys to obtain spices rather 
seldom and very expensive. If they could only get 
there by boat, they could cut costs dramatically, but 
how? 

The first idea that might occur to one is to sail around 
Africa, but keep  in mind the terrible ignorance that 
gripped Europe as a result of 500 years of no 
educational system, and no long-distance travel. All 
one knows for certain is that if you go far enough 
North, the land is pure ice, and you freeze to death. If 
you travel South, it gets hotter and hotter. It stands to 
reason that if you travel far enough south, eventually 
you would encounter a land of fire, and you would burn 
to death. So for centuries, Europeans never even 
thought to try seeing if there was even a way around 
Southern Africa. 

However, technology advanced, slowly but surely, and 
eventually Europe saw more and more navigational 
equipment, such as the compass, astrolabe, and the 
caravel, as well as great advances in mapmaking, 
ideology, and (thanks largely to the failures of later 
Crusades) independence from the confines of Church 
thought, made the idea of long-distance boat travel 
possible. In the latter half of the 15th century, the 
Portuguese, lead by (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references), began experiments to see if Africa 
could, in fact be sailed around, and in 1486, 
Bartholomeu Dias proved it, though Henry had died by 
this point. 

However, it was still a long journey, and Spain, 
Portugal's main competition, was looking for their own 
route to the Indian Ocean's wealth, but was completely 
tied up the Reconquista to recover Spain from the 
Moors, and couldn't spare the money or the focus for 
such an expedition, much less, had no men who would 
even know how to make such a journey. 

Along comes Columbus, experienced, educated 
Genoan sailor who has, for years, been gathering an 
indisputable case that he can sail west across the 
Atlantic, all the way to the Indian Ocean. He has 
knowledge, maps, math, books, and everything he 
needs to back up  his claim, except money. He needs a 
lot of money. He tries England and France, but they 
are too busy with wars and domestic affairs, and pay 
him little mind. He tries Spain, who were interested, 
but they were far too busy with the Reconquista, and 
then tries Portugal. 

The Portuguese almost hire him. Almost. 
Unfortunately, in the course of negotiations with 
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Columbus, Dias returned and proclaimed that, not only 
had he found the Southern tip  of Africa, but that he 
also did not, in fact, burst into flames! The Portuguese 
thanked Columbus for his time, and showed him the 
door. 

In 1492, the Reconquista ended. Spain was once 
again whole, and looking to get in on the action in the 
Indian Ocean. Columbus makes his sales pitch to 
Isabella, who almost turns him down because of his 
ludicrous demands (10% of all wealth, and ownership 
of any lands he finds), but her advisers inform her they 
can just agree to it now, and kill him afterward, 
assuming he even returns from sea. 

So, on August 3rd, three seaworthy caravels, the Nina, 
Pinta, and Santa Maria, each about the size of a 
double-wide trailer home, begin their journey west, 
after stopping briefly in the Canary Islands for 
Provisions. The plan was that he would sail about 
4000 miles, land somewhere off the Eastern coast of 
Asia, and discover a shortcut to the vast wealth that 
the Indian Ocean held. 
Thus, he did it mostly for Spices. 
There are several common misconceptions about why 
Columbus sailed the ocean blue. The biggest being "to 
prove the Earth was round." 

Educated people already knew the Earth was round. In 
fact, the first known globe was invented as early as 
1490 by (links removed, visit the thread for external 
references). (links removed, visit  the thread for external 
references) is the earliest known literature to claim it. 
(links removed, visit  the  thread for external references) 
(276BC - 194BC) even went so far as to rather 
accurately calculate the Earth's circumference. Even 
up  to around AD820, (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references) used two surveyor teams to 
discover the Earth's radius. 
Even the idea of sailing across the ocean to India was 
not unique or unheard of. Right around the millennial 
turn of BC to AD,(links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references) from Europe. Unfortunately, Strabo 
played rather fast and loose with his numbers, and 
inexplicably ended up reducing the stated size of the 
Earth from Eratosthenes's estimated 250,000 stadia to 
180,000, and further claimed that half of 180,000 was 
70,000. 
As is often the case, one work gets based upon the 
findings of another, which becomes the basis for 
another, and by the time (links removed, visit  the thread 
for external references) is released, the Earth's size is 
fully 25% less than accurate. 

However, the fact remains that mankind had known for 

well over a thousand years that the Earth was round, 
and this was commonly accepted as fact by the 
educated, explorers, and merchants. In fact, the only 
people who didn't know the Earth was flat were 
typically the common layperson who lived and died 
within a couple of miles from home, who never had 
cause to travel, read a book, or accept any truth other 
than the truths it took to feed them each day, and 
whatever they were told by the Church. Even the 
Church knew the Earth was round, they simply refused 
to take it into consideration, because it opened far too 
many questions about the veracity of the Bible, despite 
there being several Bible quotes that even allude to 
the Earth being round (though other quotes also claim 
it to be flat). At a time when the Church was the only 
unifying force holding together a fractured, backwater 
continent that had only recently pulled itself out of the 
Dark Ages, followed by the worst Plague in human 
history, it could not afford to show any sign of 
weakness or uncertainty. It was not that they were 
violently opposed to the idea of a round Earth, it was 
that they simply did not like to admit any change that 
might unseat their authoritative grip  on accepted 
truths. Thus, it is understandable that despite being 
faced with logic, reason, and science, the church 
would seldom ever change its mind on any subject. 

However, it was not the Church that Columbus wanted 
to impress. Contrary to popular opinion, Columbus 
was a very educated, experienced, and intelligent 
man. He was meticulous and methodical in his 
approach to proving he could sail west to the Indian 
Ocean. He had read up on all of the accepted scientific 
texts of the time, including Ptolemy, and Ma'mun 

Unfortunately, due to the difference between Arabian 
and Greek measurements, Ma'mum's rather accurate 
radius estimate got cut in half, which meshed perfectly 
with the Ptolemy texts based off of Strabo's inaccurate 
numbers. Even the famed physician, astronomer, and 
mathematician (links removed, visit  the thread for 
external references) had estimated the distance from 
Lisbon, Spain, west to Japan to be only 3000 miles, 
and to China only 5000 miles. 
Columbus, therefore, had every reason to expect that, 
not only was the world round, but that around 
4000-5000 miles west of Europe, he would find the 
Eastern coast of Asia. He really had done his 
homework, and everything known at the time backed 
him up. Only the Church held a different view, and only 
because of political reasons, not for lack of knowledge 
or proof. 

Link to thread: ...thread329091/pg1
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Thinking for Yourself is Now a 
Crime--must read for ATS'ers
Created by: palehorse23 on January 5, flags: 34, replies: 89
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Harman's bill is called the "Violent Radicalization and 
Homegrown Terrorism Prevention Act. "When HR 1955 
becomes law, it will create a commission tasked with 
identifying extremist people, groups, and ideas. The 
commission will hold hearings around the country, 
taking testimony and compiling a list of dangerous 
people and beliefs. The bill will, in short, create 
massive terrorism in the United States. But the 
perpetrators of terrorism will not be Muslim terrorists; 
they will be government agents and fellow 
citizens."(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread325007/pg1

Scientists have breakthrough 
treatment: Reverses 
Alzheimer's in minutes
Created by: DisabledVet on January 10, flags: 33, replies: 
35
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"The new study documents a dramatic and 
unprecedented therapeutic effect in an Alzheimer’s 
patient: improvement within minutes following delivery 
of perispinal etanercept, which is etanercept given by 
injection in the spine. Etanercept (trade name Enbrel) 
binds and inactivates excess TNF. Etanercept is FDA 
approved to treat a number of immune-mediated 
disorders and is used off label in the study."(visit the 
link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread326012/pg1

A Bigger Picture (Rise of the 
NWO)
Created by: jackinthebox on January 10, flags: 33, replies: 
110
I debated wether or not to start this thread under 
General Conspiracy or NWO, but decided that much of 
what I will post here may not generally fall into the 
NWO category. 
Since starting here on ATS a few months ago with a 
few "pet" theories that seemed to be independant of 

eachother, I have seen a pattern emerge. I will now 
post some of what I have found. 
Please wait to reply until I have finished posting, which 
I will make clear in the final post of this piece.
Link to thread: ...thread326109/pg1

Mystery Signal from Outer 
Space Heard by Arecibo
Created by: Roz47 on January 16, flags: 33, replies: 66
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"KTVU-TV, Channel 2 in San Francisco Bay area, 
reported yesterday: “Across the globe, researchers 
searching for signs of life in space were abuzz this 
week with word that a mystery signal has been picked 
up  by a giant radio-telescope in Puerto Rico. Now the 
dilemma is -- how do you answer it? Dan Wertheimer 
of the UC Berkeley SETI Project, said the dilemma is 
compounded by the fact that the signal may never be 
completely decoded. 
‘We probably won't be able to decode it,’ he said. 
‘We'll know something's out there, but we won't know 
much about their civilization.’” 
Back on November 16, 1974, the Arecibo radio 
telescope was used to send humanity's first message 
into outer space, which contained basic information 
about Earth's fundamental chemicals of life, the 
formula for DNA, a crude diagram of our solar system, 
simple pictures of male and female human beings and 
the diameter of the Arecibo dish. See: KTVU-TV. "(visit 
the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread327363/pg1

This Divided State: Michael 
Moore at Utah Valley State 
College
Created by: AboveTopSecret.com on January 17, flags: 32, 
replies: 51
When liberal filmmaker Michael Moore was invited to 
speak at Utah Valley State College, it created a 
firestorm not usually seen in the heart of conservative 
Mormon country. Would conservative activists prevent 
Michael Moore from speaking? Would Utah liberals 
win their fight for freedom of speech? The answer lies 
somewhere within This Divided State. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
In a conflict that epitomized the battle between red 
versus blue states in the days leading up  to the 2005 
election, Michael Moore's invitation to speak at Utah 
Valley State College created a controversy previously 
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unheard-of in the quiet community. Nestled within a 
deeply conservative state, the university is located in 
the heart of Mormon country, and when the invitation 
to Moore was issued, complete chaos broke out, with 
vitriol being spewed by proponents of both the right 
and the left. Petitions were launched, forums and 
protests held, while Moore supporters were accused of 
demeaning their religion, the apotheosis of offense. 
Prominent local businessman Kay Anderson offered a 
bribe to prevent Moore's engagement, while the UVSC 
student body president feared for his safety. Fox's 
Sean Hannity was eventually invited to speak as a 
counter-balance to Moore, and both speeches are 
included with with illuminating results. Documentarian 
Steven Greenstreet was there to document the entire 
process, after dropping out of college when he heard 
what was going on. The result is a non-judgmental 
presentation of the facts that, miraculously, avoids 
caricature and manages to capture the many shades 
of gray that are so often eclipsed in the deep  divide 
between the right and the left. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
If you thought the ugly, partisan battle that led up  to 
the 2004 presidential election was the most 
depressing thing since the Civil War, Steven 
Greenstreet's excellent documentary about the grand 
mal kerfuffle that ensued when members of the Utah 
Valley State College student council invited filmmaker 
Michael Moore to speak at their school will offer little 
comfort. Home to a whopping 25,000 students, UVSC 
is located in Orem, Utah, a town that has dubbed itself, 
"Family City, USA." Like most places in Utah, Orem 
and UVSC are overwhelmingly Mormon and, by 
extension, politically and socially conservative. When 
word got out that the student council was going to be 
spending $40,000 to bring Moore, a man who prides 
himself on being a liberal gadfly, to this picturesque 
corner of Bush country (Orem boasts a 12-to-1 
Republican to Democrat ratio), you'd think Hitler was 
on his way... 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
This is part of the ATS Premium Video Collection 
Visit the (links removed, visit the  thread for external 
references) for more videos and popular clips. 
Link to thread: ...thread327558/pg1

The Smoking (Anti-Aircraft) 
Guns (of Los Angeles, 1942)
Created by: WitnessFromAfar on January 24, flags: 32, 
replies: 171
Hello fellow ATS members, thanks for stopping by this 
thread. 
I assure you that your time here will not be wasted. 
First and foremost, I have a {THEORY} that the 'Battle 
of Los Angeles', once properly investigated, will 
provide everyone with at least ONE case of a truly 
Unidentified Flying Object, where the most likely 
explanation that fits the given evidence is that it was a 
vessel from somewhere outside of Earth. 
To prove this theory, I'll first be introducing evidence 
supporting the reality of the event. This will consist of 
my (as of now incomplete) report on the event, 
formatted in the usual style of my Compilation posts, 
so that everyone can find everything I've found so far. 
I will then ask for ATS members assistance in several 
ways: 
1) Following up the spots in the report where the text 
[NEED DATA] occurs. The items of evidence (and 
sources) I have not yet been able to acquire will need 
finding. I'm going to keep on this case until I have the 
data for all of these blanks. It is my hope that some of 
you will join me in the pursuit of this data. 
2) Debunk the crap  out of all of it please. That's right, 
I'm asking for all of the skeptics here to step up  and 
weigh in on the evidence, once posted, in this thread. I 
think that every possible explanation needs to be 
considered, and there is no better team of individuals 
fit to analyze this data that the collective group of 
skeptics here at ATS. Perhaps one of us will come up 
with some rational earthly explanation for this event, to 
date I haven't been able to do so on my own, and I'd 
like help from the pros! 
3) There are several questions that have never been 
properly answered pertaining to the details of this 
event, and I believe that ATS members can work out 
the values for these variables. These questions will no 
doubt surface on their own throughout the thread, but 
here are a few to start: 
A) How big is the UFO? 
I believe that we can find out, using math, if we can get 
values for other variables... 
B) Where is the Original LA Times Picture taken? 
I believe that we can find out, using math and maps, if 
we can get values for other variables... 
C) What are the specs on the AA guns? The Lights? 
etc.? 
I believe that we can find out, by researching, and 
through teamwork. 
I think you can see where this is going. 
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To date (January 24th, 2008) this event has not been 
explained, and in fact, I've yet to even see a place 
where ALL of the data is actually assembled for a 
thorough investigation. There have been many 
attempts at analysis by individuals, each only going so 
far. 
I feel that with our collective resources and 
determination, we at ATS, skeptics and believers alike, 
can work together to assemble ALL of the data on this 
event here in this thread. I further feel that once the 
data is fully assembled, like any puzzle, the picture 
revealing the true events of February 24th-25th, 1942 
will begin to come clear. 
Thanks for your time, stay tuned for my report to date. 
I need to upload all of the images I've acquired so far 
to Imageshack, so please be patient. I plan to have the 
entire report (it's lengthy) up at some point today. As 
always, the links to pertaining ATS threads where this 
event has already been discussed (I've scoured them 
for data already) will conclude the report. 
-WFA
Link to thread: ...thread329188/pg1

UFOs in Parliament
Created by: IsaacKoi on January 23, flags: 31, replies: 77
Back in 2002/2003, I spent quite a bit of time finding 
and typing up  questions about UFOs asked and 
answered in the House of Commons and the House of 
Lords. 
As part of that project, I considered a considerable 
number of different sources - including: 
(1) Various relevant sources on the Internet including 
free web-sites relating to the Houses of Parliament 
and also commercial services. Unfortunately, these 
were not very helpful in relation to older material (with 
few results in relation to the pre-1979 period). 
(2) I also examined hard copies of volumes of 
Hansard. Unfortunately, no cumulative index covering 
the entirety of Hansard reports is produced. To find 
each occurrence of a term in the index of Hansard 
during the 32 year period from 1947 to 1979, it is 
necessary to examine 32 separate general indices 
relating to the House of Commons Official Reports and 
32 separate general indices to the House of Lords 
Official Reports. Most of the questions found during 
the preparation of this working document relating to 
UFOs are entitled “Unidentified Flying Objects”, 
although (as will be seen from a glance at the results 
section of this working document) there are a 
considerable number of other relevant titles (e.g. 
“Unidentified Craft”, “Mr. Nicholas Pope”, “Civilian 
Pilots”). Obviously, if the title to the question does not 
clearly relate to UFOs, it is very difficult to locate such 
questions by searching the index. 

(3) Other relevant secondary sources examined 
included: 
(a) Numerous government documents relating to 
UFOs, looking for material relating to questions asked 
and answered in Parliament; 
(b) A considerable number of UFO books. Various 
books refer to a number of questions on UFOs in the 
Houses of Parliament. Indeed, at least two books have 
been published which are based almost entirely on the 
contents of one debate in the House of Lords in 1979 
(“UFOs in the House of Lords – 1979” and John 
Michel’s “House of Lords UFO  Debate”, Pentacle 
1979). 
(c) Relevant articles. 
In summary, I have limited the scope of this document 
to: 
(a) post-1947 material. Although some material 
relating to Airships etc was located during the 
preparation of this working document, a deliberate 
search for material pre-dating 1947 was not performed 
due to the difficulties of any such search (due, in 
particular, to a presumed lack of any consistency in 
relevant keywords and terms used in indexing such 
material etc. This problem is presumed given the very 
gradual decrease in difficulties of this nature that were 
actually experienced in searching for material post 
dating 1947); 
(b) Hansard material which, even if not entitled 
“Unidentified Flying Objects” nor explicitly referring to 
Unidentified Flying Objects, appears to relate to that 
subject in the light of other questions by the relevant 
Member of Parliament and/or the fact that the question 
relates to matters of direct interest to ufologists e.g. 
questions that relate to organisations, individuals or 
events that are well-known to readers of material 
relating to Unidentified Flying Objects (e.g. questions 
about Nick Redfern, Nick Pope, or DI/55). 
Kind Regards, 
Isaac Koi 
[edit on 23-1-2008 by IsaacKoi]
Link to thread: ...thread328746/pg1
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Dozens in Texas town report 
seeing UFO
Created by: JustMe74 on January 14, flags: 30, replies: 102
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
" STEPHENVILLE, Texas - In this farming community 
where nightfall usually brings clear, starry skies, 
residents are abuzz over reported sightings of what 
many believe is a UFO. 
ADVERTISEMENT 
Several dozen people — including a pilot, county 
constable and business owners — insist they have 
seen a large silent object with bright lights flying low 
and fast. Some reported seeing fighter jets chasing it. 
"People wonder what in the world it is because this is 
the Bible Belt, and everyone is afraid it's the end of 
times," said Steve Allen, a freight company owner and 
pilot who said the object he saw last week was a mile 
long and half a mile wide. "It was positively, absolutely 
nothing from these parts.""(visit the link for the full 
news article)
Link to thread: ...thread326895/pg1

Energizer "D" Battery Exposed
Created by: Extralien on January 8, flags: 29, replies: 82
Just found this and i think it is an absolute outrage as 
to the tricks these big companies are up to. 
Have you ever bought batteries, used them for a few 
hours to listen to some music and then you suddenly 
realise you need to buy some more batteries to keep 
listening? 
Gets expensive, right? 
Well, the along comes the revolutionary rechargeable 
batteries. 
Hooray i hear you cry, but not from one man who has 
made a very interesting discovery. 
Mike Adams' investigation into one particular brand of 
battery is Energizer. 
He could not fathom how a D sized battery only gave 
the power of a AA battery. 
Until he ripped an Energizer D cell apart... 
I could tell you, or post the photo, but I'm not going to 
spoil the surprise for you.. 
Here's an opening snippet from his report with a link. 
"Rechargeable batteries are great for the environment. 
Using them to power your electronics helps conserve 
valuable metals used in making batteries while 
preventing the throwing away of alkaline batteries after 
a single use. Rechargeable NiMH batteries can be 
reused 1,000 times, effectively replacing 1,000 alkaline 
batteries and providing portable power at a fraction of 
the cost of buying 1,000 new batteries." 

(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Personally I'm not surprised with this kind of scam 
going on. It's not as though we are not aware of any 
other types of scam, but how long has this been going 
on? 
How much has Energizer ripped the public off? 
To me, the design future of batteries is like getting a 
cure for the common cold. It's like they know how to 
make longer lasting power sources, but just wont 
make it in case it upsets there profit. 
I hope you all find this interesting as I'm sure there are 
a lot of us out there with kids who just got some 
battery operated item for christmas.
Link to thread: ...thread325459/pg1

The Holocaust is Overrated
Created by: italkyoulisten on January 17, flags: 29, replies: 
501
The Holocaust is that one event that everyone learns 
about. You'll start learning about it in elementary 
school. By second grade you've probably already 
heard of this term. By fifth grade you'll have learned 
that it was a horrible event in which millions of Jewish 
people died. You'll probably have read Anne Frank's 
Diary by 7th grade, and probably some Elie Wiesel. In 
fact, Wiesel's name has such high regard that my 
spell-check did not underline "Wiesel" in red but would 
underline "wiesel" in red. Because of this, Hitler is the 
most famous person in history next to Jesus, 
assuming he existed. 
But the question is why? 
Most would answer that it is because the Holocaust is 
the single worst event in human history. 
But they are wrong. I mean, the focus on Jewish 
deaths should be the first tip off that something is up 
here. Three million Polish people were exterminated, 
as well as three million other assorted minorities. Why 
do they not have a voice? When you talk about the 
Holocaust, you'd probably immediately think Jewish 
people. 
And the Holocaust was in no way the worst event in 
history. In fact, at the same time, the atrocities 
committed by the Japanese in Asia were in my opinion 
much worse than the events of the Holocaust. And 
what is weird is that nobody's ever heard of the 
atrocities in Asia! I mean, it doesn't even have a name 
for god's sake. So I am gonna refer to it as the AiA. I 
mean Emperor Hirohito's name is almost unheard of 
compared to Hitler, but he oversaw the barbaric raping 
and murdering of an entire continent! 
Since the Meiji Restoration, the Japanese schools 
bred a sense of superiority in its students, on the basis 
that the Emperor was divine and that they were the 
Emperor's people, so therefore their purpose was 
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divine. They were taught that other peoples were 
inherently inferior to them. Then in 1937 they began 
their invasion of Asia in China, and so much horrible 
stuff happened. For example, Unit 731 (look it up) was 
one of many facilities in which human experimentation 
occurred. PoWs and kidnapped locals would be 
exposed to certain diseases such as plague and then 
vivisected just before death to see the effects of the 
disease on their organs. A lot of other really sick 
experiments were undertaken, I don't want to get into 
it, you can look it up. Basically in the end, about 3000 
to 10000 people died at Unit 731 in the hands of Dr. 
Shiro Ishii, who was never charged of any war crimes 
and died at the age of 67 of throat cancer. 
The Japanese raped and pillaged their way through 
China, killing off whole villages, as they believed other 
peoples to be equivalent to animals. Almost all women 
were raped, young and old. Hundreds of thousands (I 
think, I'm not sure about that number) Korean women 
were kidnapped and forced into sex slavery at 
"Service Stations" for Japanese soldiers. They killed 
so many people that Japanese soldiers began to 
describe it as "monotonous" and "boring" and began to 
make games out of killing people. The epitome of the 
brutality was seen during the Nanjing Massacre, in 
which 300,000 civilians were sadistically killed. 
Women were raped repeatedly and were subject to 
having objects thrust up their vaginas, including beer 
bottles, sticks, and even grenades. They would make 
amulets out of the pubic hair of virgins that they raped 
because they believed it would bring good fortune. The 
killing for the soldiers were too boring so they decided 
to make it fun by torturing their victims. One of the 
"fun" methods was to bury you halfway in the ground 
and let dogs tear you apart while you are helpless. 
Another is forcing people onto the roof of a building 
and then setting it on fire. I mean if you want to know 
more just look it up, basically it was ridiculous. 
Estimates of Chinese civilian deaths go up  to 20 
million! The worst is not the number of killed but in the 
way they met their deaths, as they were all made to 
suffer. 
Hold on for part 2 of post
Link to thread: ...thread327448/pg1

Defunct Spy Satellite Falling 
From Orbit
Created by: chucktaggart on January 26, flags: 29, replies: 
393
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A large U.S. spy satellite has lost power and 
propulsion and could hit the Earth in late February or 
March, government officials said Saturday. 

The satellite, which no longer be controlled, could 
contain hazardous materials, and it is unknown where 
on the planet it might come down, they said. The 
officials spoke on condition of anonymity because the 
information is classified as secret. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread329610/pg1

Sighting over mexico Januray 
26th,2008 VERY REAL!!!!
Created by: hsur2112 on January 29, flags: 29, replies: 99
This is some really cool recent footage from Mexico. I 
would love to hear what you guys think. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
I don't thing that this has been posted yet, sorry if it 
has.
Link to thread: ...thread330389/pg1

Scientists Confirm 
Significant Global Cooling 
Coming
Created by: Indy on January 5, flags: 27, replies: 132
I think many of us expect global climate change. I also 
think that most of us expecting climate change were 
looking at either warming caused by pollution or 
cooling caused by a collapse of the Gulf Stream. Like 
soldiers we were secured in our position with our rifles 
pointed out over the open field. We waited patiently for 
the invading armies to come marching over the hill. 
We were poised to defend our position. 
Then the tension is broke as someone taps on our 
collective shoulder. We turn around to find the invading 
army standing behind us. 
It a not so amusing way this is what we are facing. 
Scientists have confirmed that we are facing significant 
global cooling as a result of what is expected to be a 
very weak solar cycle #25. It is also thought that the 
cooling could start in cycle #24. Cycle #24 starts this 
spring and the cooling could start within three years. 
"“We today confirm the recent announcement by 
NASA that there are historic and important changes 
taking place on the sun’s surface. This will have only 
one outcome - a new climate change is coming that 
will bring an extended period of deep cold to the 
planet. This is not however a unique event for the 
planet although it is critically important news to this 
and the next generations. It is but the normal 
sequence of alternating climate changes that has been 
going on for thousands of years. Further according to 
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our research, this series of solar cycles are so 
predictable that they can be used to roughly forecast 
the next series of climate changes many decades in 
advance. I have verified the accuracy of these cycles’ 
behavior over the last 1,100 years relative to 
temperatures on Earth, to well over 90%.”" 
Source: Space and Science Research Center 
In May of 2006 NASA reported: 
""The slowdown we see now means that Solar Cycle 
25, peaking around the year 2022, could be one of the 
weakest in centuries," says Hathaway."" 
Source: NASA 
Unless you live in a cave and ride a bike you are fully 
aware of the rapidly rising energy prices. Global 
supplies are strained as demand continues to soar in 
counties like China. A cooling planet will put a bigger 
strain on energy supplies as the demand for heating 
oil, natural gas, and coal increases. Oil hit $100 per 
barrel for the first time ever just a day or two ago. 
Combining peak oil with global cooling is going to force 
difficult challenges up us. 
But it could be worse right? Yes it could. And it may 
very well be. There are signs that the currents which 
drive our oceans could be very unstable. It appears 
the Gulf Stream has halted on more than one occasion 
in the past couple of years. With the addition of more 
fresh water the current could become even more 
unstable making it possible that it halts during the next 
solar minimum. I would call that about as close to a 
worst case scenario as possible. Something like this 
has the ability to thrust us into something far worse 
than the little ice age. 
A little salt in the wound could be a global economy 
straining and about to crumble under the weight of 
debt. People will be forced to default on debt in order 
to pay for food and warmth. This however is the one 
area of all that can be corrected. Each of us on the 
individual level still has time to correct our personal 
debt load. This could help  us adjust to soaring energy 
prices that will surely plague is for decades to come. 
Panic is not necessary. We are smart enough to adapt 
and we have time to prepare. I'll post some ideas for 
dealing with this situation once people have a chance 
to read this and respond.
Link to thread: ...thread324945/pg1

Israeli Mid-Air UFO explosion
Created by: internos on January 3, flags: 27, replies: 64
IMHO, this case is worthy to be discussed. 
A series of still frames extracted from a UFO Video 
originating from Israel and the explaining article. 
"By Barry Chamish 
Yet another landmark event in the eleven year long 
Israeli UFO wave has taken place. In what appears to 

be a historical first, a mid-air crash between two UFOs 
has been video-taped. 
Link to thread: ...thread324494/pg1

Soviet Moon Images
Created by: olegkvasha on January 7, flags: 27, replies: 70
Hello guys. 
Don't know if anyone has found this site before but it 
seems to be a very nice collection of high-res soviet 
moon images. No strange air-brushing. :P 
Havent had a good chance to look through all of them 
but im sure you lot will have them under the scope 
within the hour. (looks at Zorgon and Mike)
Example: 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The Site: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Have fun 
Link to thread: ...thread325294/pg1

Barack Obama will be The 
Anti Christ
Created by: SteveR on January 27, flags: 27, replies: 565
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Explain? 
The Anti Christ is a Uniter. He is a man of many 
allegiances. He is the black sheep. He is deeply 
inspiring and popular. He floats on the desperation of 
the masses. He is the great deceiver. He demands 
difference. He seeks power, and will sell his soul to get 
there. 
All of these statements apply to Him at the time of 
writing. 
Uniter: Obama has white, black, male and female 
support - support in every demographic in South 
Carolina and many places across the United States.
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Allegiances: Obama is a member of the Trinity United 
Church of Christ, an African-American fundamentalist 
Christian only club. He was also a Muslim, still 
practicing we do not know for certain. Obama was 
raised in America and the Far East by a white mother 
and black father. (links removed, visit the  thread for 
external references) 
Popularity: Coming out of relatively isolated state 
politics, inexperienced Obama sweeps the nation with 
the status and crowd grabbing power of a superstar. 
Where did it come from? The Anti Christ is the void 
that all pile their hopes and dreams into. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
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Deception: "On Iraq my position is no different than 
George Bush's". Bill Clinton has done a fair share to 
expose Obama's lies. The anti-war and change ticket 
has been thoroughly compromised, yet no uproar from 
Obama supporters. No mass dessertion. All continues 
on like magic. Nothing can stop prophecy. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Power: To put it lightly, Obama has long obsessed 
about power, and the Presidency, even from his 
studious years in the far east. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
He is The False Messiah. 
The actual prophecy critera: 
"1.- He will come as a man of Peace (Obama 
promises peace in Iraq, defeat for the US) 
2.- He will come mounted on a white Female horse
(Obama mother is white who had 6 African husbands) 
3.- He will come to deceive( Obama says he's a 
Christian but in fact he was born a Muslim, practices 
the Islamic religion, prays Friday’s facing Mecca) 
4.- He will make himself the most powerful man on 
earth, if elected 
5.- He will try to destroy the Jewish People and Israel
( Obama has said he loves the Arabs specially the 
Palestinians, hates Israel and Jews. Admires Hitler, 
Osama etc) 
6.- He will present himself as good and righteous but 
in fact he's Satan himself. Violence is in his heart 
7.- Obama will help Al Qaida in its evil projects. 
8.- Barack Hussein Obama is the “King of the South” 
predicted in the Bible.(Daniel .11, Kenya is south of 
Jerusalem) 
9.- Obama comes to implant muslim Sharia Law upon 
America." 
Barack Obama says he wants to bring Change. I 
believe him. 
Remember, you will know the truth in your soul. 
Trust your Instincts 
"People can think what they want about me, I could 
really give a hoot. People think that the AC is coming 
out of the mid-east. My personal belief is that the AC is 
going to rise right out of the UN, and with this guys 
popularity, charisma, and how he is climbing the ranks 
in government real fast!!!, He may be in the UN next." 
"When I first heard of Barak, a few days ago, the first 
thing I heard is that he is a guy who came out of 
nowhere and now many flock to his side. When my 
wife and I heard this, we both thought the same thing, 
the anti-christ. Now I am not claiming him to be, just 
something that triggered that thought in both of us." 
"My sister and I both feel something “spooky” about 
this guy, but can’t quite figure out what it is. It is odd 
that strangers come up  to him on the street. Why 
would they do that, unless they were drawn to him." 

"I don’t think we should directly label Obama as AC, 
but it is very interresting. While I was watching him, the 
VERY FIRST thought that came to my mind was 
asking the Lord if I was looking at the AC. I don’t have 
a big opinion either way, but man, that was pretty 
scary." 
[edit on 2008/1/27 by SteveR]
Link to thread: ...thread329728/pg1

U.S. military reports 
"significant confrontation" 
between 5 Iranian vessels...
Created by: Navieko on January 7, flags: 26, replies: 284
[headline]U.S. military reports "significant 
confrontation" between 5 Iranian vessels and 3 U.S. 
naval ships in Persian Gulf[/headline] 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"U.S. military reports "significant confrontation" 
between 5 Iranian vessels and 3 U.S. naval ships in 
Persian Gulf. Details soon."(visit the link for the full 
news article) 
[edit on 7/1/08 by Navieko]
Link to thread: ...thread325287/pg1

Paypal Freezes New 
Hampshire Recount Funds
Created by: InSanE1 on January 16, flags: 26, replies: 69
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Paypal has frozen the fundraising account of the 
Granny Warriors, a Ron Paul supporters group  who 
had been pushing for a recount in New Hampshire, 
causing a 3pm Tuesday deadline to be missed and the 
application rejected for lack of payment. 
The Granny Warriors had raised the necessary 
$55,600 deposit for the recount but at the last minute 
before it was transferred to the New Hampshire 
Secretary of State, Paypal blocked access to the 
funds. 
No explanation has been forthcoming from Paypal as 
to why the corporation froze the account. 
"(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread327273/pg1
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Petition for new 
Consciousness Forum
Created by: biggie smalls on January 16, flags: 26, replies: 
124
I wasn't quite sure where to post this, but I figured 
most of the people posting in such a forum would have 
their roots in here and possibly the Aliens & UFO area. 
I am testing the waters to see if there is any support 
for a new mysterious subjects forum probably entitled 
'Consciousnes.' 
This would be mostly an experiential forum from 
meditation, maybe scientific discoveries relating to the 
brain/consciousness (you cannot have one without the 
other although consciousness does not stem from the 
brain in my opinion), alternative healing (reiki, prayer, 
etc), out of body experiences, and general contact with 
beings not relating to UFO sightings. 
Would anyone support the creation of such a forum? 
I am not sure how much power an average ATS 
member has in creating a new forum, but if there was 
enough people voicing support it may help. 
What does everyone think? 
SkyFloating posted a similar idea in the 'what could we 
improve' in the business forum, but nothing ever 
happened on that one. 
Thanks for reading, 
G
Link to thread: ...thread327361/pg1

New inflation data explain 
middle-class squeeze
Created by: SEEWHATUDO on January 17, flags: 26, 
replies: 97
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"WASHINGTON — New data from the Labor 
Department confirm what most middle-class 
Americans already know: Inflation is squeezing them. 
As consumer prices rose by 4.1 percent last year, the 
highest rate since 1990, the prices of basic essentials 
such as food, gasoline and health insurance climbed 
far more steeply, explaining why so many Americans 
are telling pollsters that the economy is their chief 
concern. 
Digging deeper into the data reveals, for example, that 
the price of bread rose 7.4 percent last year, almost 
twice the rate of inflation. 
"(visit the link for the full news article) 
[edit on 17-1-2008 by SEEWHATUDO]
Link to thread: ...thread327504/pg1

I have a signal
Created by: Hello123456 on January 13, flags: 25, replies: 
86
ATS we have a signal Im sure who do I contact and 
notify though to tell I have a signal Im unsure what to 
do.
Link to thread: ...thread326729/pg1

Study: Bush, Other Officials 
Issued Hundreds of False 
Statements Before Iraq 
Invasion
Created by: TrueAmerican on January 22, flags: 25, replies: 
117
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A study by two nonprofit journalism organizations 
found that President Bush and top  administration 
officials issued hundreds of false statements about the 
national security threat from Iraq in the two years 
following the 2001 terrorist attacks. 
The study concluded that the statements "were part of 
an orchestrated campaign that effectively galvanized 
public opinion and, in the process, led the nation to 
war under decidedly false pretenses.""(visit the link for 
the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread328675/pg1

Strange objects hanging in 
night sky over Iraq
Created by: Alanjw72 on January 3, flags: 24, replies: 111
I just found this interesting clip  filmed by U.S soilders 
on patrol in Iraq, it shows a number of bright stationary 
objects just hanging in the night sky, the soilders 
have'nt got a clue as to what they are, so it's obviously 
not the usual sight seen when patrolling at night, could 
it be natural phenomenon, it's interesting because you 
can clearly see a planet, moon, or star visible just 
above the objects, but these look nothing like the 
objects in question, any thoughts on what these 
streaks of light could be. 
Link to thread: ...thread324586/pg1
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Satellite image manipulating 
*example*
Created by: allMIGHTY on January 6, flags: 23, replies: 35
Hi ATS! 
After my thread 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
i had the idea of making an example of altering 
satellite images. 
On this example you can see how Groom Lake would 
look like without Area-51. :D 
I completely painted out Area-51. Sure it is probably 
not perfect but i only worked about 10-15 mins on it. 
Todays tools are making that very easy.
I´m an digital artist, so i´m propably a bit faster than 
other people. 
Its made from the satellite imagery of Google Earth. 
Check it out! 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
For me it is really strange to look at the altered image, 
because i know that this image is wrong. ;) 
For those who know this image inside-out, imagine 
that you see this image the first time. :P 
So, it is super simple to manipulate satellite images. 
Even images from mars or the moon could be easily 
manipulated this way. 
This makes me also thinking that they sometimes do a 
very bad job. 
Like here: 37°37'51.82"N 116°52'32.44"W 
:lol::lol::lol: 
[edit on 6-1-2008 by allMIGHTY] 
mod edit cap title 
[edit on 1/6/2008 by kinglizard]
Link to thread: ...thread325113/pg1

My confession: I was taken to 
the Kuiper belt!
Created by: benign.psychosis on January 6, flags: 23, 
replies: 240
I was "abducted" before. 
I used to get greys in my room all the time as a child, 
they would observe me while I slept - standing silently 
over me. This all happened when I was 7 and 8 years 
old. I was never paralyzed or had any type of control 
placed over by body. The first couple of times I was 
really scared, especially from seeing movies about 
aliens, and how they were always evil. After about the 
3rd, maybe 4th time, I would just kinda "observe them 
back." I knew that they had no evil intentions, or I 
would already have been hurt. I can't tell you the 

feeling of gazing into those big, deep black eyes, but 
I'm sure some here can relate with me. 
It all stopped, suddenly, and without warning. For 
years I had never had another encounter. The only 
thing they gave me was a symbolic message that they 
were here - that they were watching, that they were 
observing. 
Some years later, when I was a young 19 year old 
man, I had another visit. This time, I wasn't scared - or 
apprehensive at all. As they stood there, looking upon 
me, I had a strange idea: I began to treat them as if 
they were small children, pointing at them and making 
funny faces to get reactions from them. I wanted to 
see if they understood humor, and I concluded that if 
they understood humor, then it would be the best way 
to communicate with each other because humor lacks 
fear and hostility. I recognized them as the same 
greys, but I never got any names lol. They really loved 
that kind of attention because they had never 
experienced it before from a human. They are not as 
cold as some people would have you believe, in fact, 
they seemed quite over-the-top jovial at times! 
They seemed to like it, or were at least confused as to 
what I was doing. They would look at me, and then 
look at each other, making strange expressions that I 
could not understand. They seemed to communicate 
with each other for nearly 5 minutes without looking 
back over at me. I had no idea what they were doing. 
They later told me that most people are so scared of 
them, that they don't even bother trying to make 
contact with older humans anymore. They usually go 
for children, because they are more open minded. If 
you were visted as a child, you will probably be visited 
again when you are more mature. That's what it is, is 
contact. They told me that most people aren't ready, 
and it is evident by how frozen they become with fear, 
so they stick to children and revisit the children who 
they deem to have potential for contact. 
So once a communication channel was open, I 
naturally asked about probing and sexual stimulation, 
and this was something that would not seem to have 
been done by these particular greys. 
You will never believe this - They just don't 
understand! 
They see our media, our television, and our porn, and 
some think that's a good way to say, "Hi, we are your 
friends. Enjoy this." They also told me how some 
groups of ETs implant people, or leave behind trace 
evidence as more of less of a prank from groups that 
prefer contact, but also view us as inferior beings with 
no potential. Much of what they told me completely 
shatterd my preconceived ideas about them. 
Anyway, as far as the abduction goes, it wasn't really 
an abduction. That word has some negative 
connotations to it. It was more like I asked to go with 
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them for a little while, and they agreed to show me 
their ship. 
The ship  I went on was pretty remarkable, the whole 
body of the ship  was invisible from the inside, but still 
visible from the outside. Really weird. No controls in 
the ship  at all, just a few tables and seats. Although 
they may have been hiding the controls since they 
made two of the tables vanish and replaced them with 
a giant map of the solar system. I was shocked when I 
saw this, but also very grateful. They wouldn't explain 
any of the technology to me, but they showed me 
around, and we flew as far as the Kuiper belt, and then 
they brought me back to my house. They told me that 
there are mining operations going on in the kuiper belt 
like areas around most star systems, but they only 
mine those belts that don't contain the required 
elements for life to begin, as larger bodies would form 
anyway. Doing what they did is illegal under their laws, 
and it's only a small group that think contact is a good 
thing, while the majority of their species want to remain 
isolationists until other races are as ethically/morally 
and intelectually evolved as they are. 
I don't expect anyone to believe this. Actually, I except 
people not to believe this.. most people don't anyway, 
but I might as well post it. Oh yeah, I asked if they'd 
been visiting earth since ancient times, and they have. 
Their lifespans are incredibly long, usually living 
around 3000 years.
If anyone has any questions, please feel free to ask. 
I've made this post relatively short because I don't 
want to waste my time if no one is interested. This is 
something that I feel that I must reveal before I may 
be... declined to continue on.
Link to thread: ...thread325218/pg1

Corrupt U.S. Officials Sold 
Nuclear Weapons Secrets 
*Update: NEW Edmonds 
interview of 1/30*
Created by: budski on January 7, flags: 23, replies: 62
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"A WHISTLEBLOWER has made a series of 
extraordinary claims about how corrupt government 
officials allowed Pakistan and other states to steal 
nuclear weapons secrets. 
Sibel Edmonds, a 37-year-old former Turkish language 
translator for the FBI, listened into hundreds of 
sensitive intercepted conversations while based at the 
agency’s Washington field office. 
Link to thread: ...thread325270/pg1

Anyone else noticed 
increased police presence in 
their cities?
Created by: slackerwire on January 22, flags: 23, replies: 
317
I live in Las Vegas, and there has been a noticeable 
increase in cops all over town in just the last week or 2 
at most. 
Anyone else finding this to be true? 
Any idea why?
Link to thread: ...thread328477/pg1

UFOs Across The Timeline! 
Evidence Of Alien Presence?
Created by: mikesingh on January 2, flags: 22, replies: 67
Or Is It Pure Imagination and Myth? 
It’s not really post 1950s that UFO have been 
ubiquitous. They have even been shown in antique oil 
paintings, sculpture, and cave drawings, apart from 
government postage stamps, official space videos and 
the media. A couple of days ago, I even saw a live 
special program on TV on strange lights (Like the 
Phoenix lights) hovering over the beaches of Mumbai, 
India. I’m trying to get the footage, so I can post it here 
for discussion, as undoubtedly, ATS is the best place 
to do it! 
That said, take a look at some examples of these UFO 
that have been shown since antiquity. Isn’t this proof 
enough that the UFO phenomenon is real? Not just 
UFOs of earthly origin presumably made by black 
projects, but more importantly, UFOs of Alien origin! 
So, is the UFO phenomenon a myth or is there an 
element of truth in it? Considering this huge, huge 
universe, it stands to reason that ETs are out there. If 
so, some very advanced cultures, probably millions of 
years ahead of us in technology, could have been 
visiting us from the dawn of civilization. Evidence? 
The Evidence: 
The Bible: Ezekiel 
A supposed ancient record of extraterrestrial contact, 
is to be found in chapter I of Ezekiel, in which that 
prophet, in exile near Babylon, recounts a vision 
(Ezek. 1:4–28). Blumrich, a NASA rocket engineer, 
interpreted Ezekiel’s description as a UFO. Below is a 
diagram of the ‘spacecraft’. (Blumrich worked on the 
Saturn 5 rocket, the Lunar Lander and on Skylab.) 
However, as per the magazine, eSkeptic, what was 
described by Ezekiel were ‘angels’! But could angels 
mean aliens in those days?? 
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(visit the thread to view linked images) 
A UFO  as imagined in late Josef Blumrich’s 1973 
book, The Spaceships of Ezekiel (Bantam. ISBN 
0553083783). 
Courtesy: eSkeptic 
Cave Paintings 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
This cave painting is c.10,000 BC and is from Val 
Camonica, Italy. It appears to depict two beings in 
protective suits holding strange 
implements. 
Courtesy: Crystalinks 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
The Mayan Palenque "Spaceman" carving, still a 
puzzle for researchers. The intricate artwork depicts 
what appears to be someone at the controls of a 
machine (UFO?). This Color drawing is to clarify the 
intricate carvings. 
Courtesy: onealclan 
Coins 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
French coin minted in 1680 that shows a hovering disc 
shaped UFO with what appears to be port holes. 
Courtesy: Crystalinks 
Paintings (15th Century Artwork) 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Painting of the Madonna and Saint Giovannino, 
in the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence. The upper right 
section of the painting shows an object in the sky, 
and below, a man and dog looking at the object. 
Courtesy: ancientx 
Stamps 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
UFO stamps of the Komi Republic, Russia. 
(visit the thread to view linked images)
A Soviet Union-1967-Stamp  depicting a UFO  and a 
satellite. 
Courtesy: Spacestamps 
Unidentified Objects: Tether Incident 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Zoomed image of one of the UFO's that swarmed 
around the Tether (STS-75). 
Courtesy: Geocities. 
(More images and footage can be found on Zorgon's 
web site 'TheLivingMoon') 
These are just a few of the strange images out of the 
hundreds, but the idea was to show the omni-presence 
of UFOs and aliens across a broad spectrum of time. 
Is it all imagination? Why have governments printed 
stamps and coins of UFOs? What did the artists know 
about UFOs to have prompted them to include them in 
their paintings? And why? 
Link to thread: ...thread324318/pg1

A letter from a Norwegian 
politician (2012)
Created by: ATSGUY on January 4, flags: 22, replies: 152
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"I am a Norwegian politician. I would like to say that 
difficult things will happen from the year 2008 till the 
year 2012. 
The Norwegian government is building more and more 
underground bases and bunkers. When asked, they 
simply say that it is for the protection of the people of 
Norway. When I enquire when they are due to be 
finished, they reply “before 2011”. 
Israel is also doing the same and many other countries 
too."(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread324705/pg1

Cancer Cause and Cure - 
Could it be this Simple?
Created by: Scott Creighton on January 18, flags: 22, 
replies: 99
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"According to this hypothesis based on years of 
scientific and clinical research, the cause of cancer is 
infection by a common fungus, Candida albicans. The 
good news is that it can be treated with a powerful 
antifungal agent that can't be patented."(visit the link 
for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread327733/pg1

Footage of E.T.'s at Area51?
Created by: AlphA1551 on January 20, flags: 22, replies: 
219
Hi there! 
Found this interesting footage at youtube (of 
course :@@: ), which supposedly depicts footage of 
E.T's at Area 51. It was posted by the user "351Nova" 
and states "smuggled out of Area 51". It was shot on 
an 8mm camera and depicts what seems to be 2 types 
of "greys" and a baby "grey". Now it's always possible, 
this is a fake but just thought it was interesting and 
would like to post it and hear some opinions on it. 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
There are 3 seperate clips posted, one showing part 1 
and another showing part 2 and a third showing the 2 
clips together. Though the first part I'm sceptical about, 
the other part is the interesting one. 
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Essentially, to get to the heart of the matter (if it's real 
or not), one must know how to manipulate 8 mm 
camera footage etc.. If this footage has not been 
tampered with (though hard to tell when you don't 
have the original) there is (of course) always the 
possibility of dummies being used, though IMHO, 
intutively, I sense this is real. 
Anyway what do you guys make of it? 
Btw, sorry if this has been discussed before. 
[edit on 20-1-2008 by AlphA1551] 
Link to thread: ...thread328191/pg1

Today we remember them all
Created by: infinite on January 27, flags: 22, replies: 29
I would much like this thread to remain respectful and 
no political baiting, or debating the meaning of the 
word "genocide". It's in memory of everyone who has 
died during times of genocides. Don't start saying 
"OMG!! you haven't mention them!!" 
Thank you 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Today is national holocaust day in the UK. 
It's a time we remember not just the Jews, Catholics, 
Freemasons, gypsy's, homosexuals and others that 
were massacred by the Nazi's. But we remember 
others. 
We remember the Rape of Nanking, in wich 300,000 
Chinese were butchered by the Japanese during 
World War II. 
We remember the hundreds and thousands of 
Armenian's and Assyrian's who died under the rule of 
the Ottoman Empire. 
We remember those in Cambodia, Rwanda, Darfur, in 
the Former Yugoslavia. 
The mass starvation in Ukraine by the Soviet Union. 
The Croatian people in 1941-44. 
The 200,000 people who were killed during the 
Guatemalan civil war. 
The Sabra and Shatila massacre of 1982. 
We don't remember some, we don't remember a few, 
but we remember all at ATS. 
First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak 
out - because I was not a Socialist. Then they came 
for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out - 
because I was not a Trade Unionist. 
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out - 
because I was not a Jew. Then they came for me - and 
there was no one left to speak for me. 
Pastor Martin Niemöller (1892–1984) 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in 
Washington, D.C.
Link to thread: ...thread329766/pg1

Brattleboro to vote on 
arresting Bush, Cheney
Created by: biggie smalls on January 28, flags: 22, replies: 
72
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Brattleboro residents will vote at town meeting on 
whether President George Bush and Vice President 
Dick Cheney should be indicted and arrested for war 
crimes, perjury or obstruction of justice if they ever 
step foot in Vermont. 
The Brattleboro Select Board voted 3-2 Friday to put 
the controversial item on the Town Meeting Day 
warning."(visit the link for the full news article)
Link to thread: ...thread330103/pg1

My New Years Challenge! 
Help me!
Created by: jasonjnelson on January 2, flags: 21, replies: 
62
Happy New Year ATS! 
I joined this community after 15 years of C2CAM, and I 
have been impressed with some people's intelligence, 
as well as the strength that can come from the 
numbers here. I NEED YOUR HELP! 
I am tired of the UFO debate. I have seen them! three 
in my lifetime, and I have excellent notes on all three 
sightings This is not important. I am a sane, Marine 
Corps veteran, who is wanting to move the debate 
onward. Lets get the mainstream discussing why, not 
if! That is whats important. But we can never do this 
without excellent proof, right? 
THIS IS MY CHALLENGE! READ BELOW! 
I know that there are many 'experts' on this site. some 
real, others self-professed. However, through the 
various threads, I have noted that there are many who 
take sightings, evidence, video, etc., whatever, and 
break down the various hoaxes and such. I see the 
constant questions and advice on how to best prove it 
real or not. I want to have a solution, one for me and 
all those who may read this. 
I will spend up  to $750 on a camera this month. What 
do I need from you all? Tell me what to buy! what kind 
of shutter speeds, lenses, night vision, etc.! I will 
purchase this, and have it ready to go. I work many 
nights, and I say again, whether you believe me or not, 
that I have seen three UFO's, and had my Dad, the 
most honest man I know, tell me of another. So now 
lets get the proof right. let me get the right equipment! 
What will I do for you? 
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I need a senior admin on this site, or a poster with a 
long history on this site to agree, for one year only, to 
be my proof and liason. When I buy the 'correct' 
camera, one you all agree is correct, if i catch any 
photos, I will IMMEDIATLY send camera and all to the 
verifier. I am not looking for re-embursement, I will pay 
for all of it, as long as a moderator and three (3) Ats 
senior members can agree on that middle person. I will 
allow them to verify my identity, my computer contents, 
and any program i might have so that any 'Faking' is 
eliminated. I have practically no experience with the 
new cameras, but will accept all advice on product 
type, and I will send a copy of the sales reciepts to the 
agreed upon middle person. 
This is my challene to ATS! All i need is a little time 
from some of you, and maybe 2008 will finally be the 
year! I encourage other members to follow my lead, 
because even my 2.0 MP camera phone isn't 'good' 
enough proof, and we NEED that proof, so this debate 
can move forward. 
thanks agan for your time, Jason J Nelson, S.B., CA
Link to thread: ...thread324377/pg1

Church of Scientology being 
attacked
Created by: watch_the_rocks on January 22, flags: 21, 
replies: 186
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
"Wikinews has learned that according to an internet 
posting made just over 24 hours ago, the Church of 
Scientology's website is being attacked by hackers, 
causing the site to shut down. 
The attack was launched on Wednesday by a user 
calling himself "Anonymous", on the website "Project 
Chanology". The "History" section of the site explains, 
in a satirical fashion, that the incident was prompted by 
the Church of Scientology's attempts to remove a 
promotional video featuring Scientologist Tom 
Cruis"(visit the link for the full news article) 
Related News Links: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Related AboveTopSecret.com Discussion Threads: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references)
Link to thread: ...thread328702/pg1

"Strange Lights over San 
Diego" Video [1/1/08]
Created by: dEWBiE300E on January 4, flags: 20, replies: 
36

Haven't seen anyone post this video. Just watch how 
the anchorman tries to cast a doubt on the viewers by 
saying "they looked like helicopters to me." I'm glad 
one of the witnesses was smart enough not to imply 
the lights disappeared over the horizon... wouldn't 
want another "phoenix lights were flares over the 
horizon" scenario. 
(isit the thread to view linked videos) 
[edit on 4-1-2008 by dEWBiE300E]
Link to thread: ...thread324782/pg1

Soviets Found Something ....
Created by: olegkvasha on January 12, flags: 20, replies: 
103
Hi guys 
Recently I found a site with high-res Soviet moon 
images on. (to check them out go to this thread: (links 
removed, visit the thread for external references) ) 
After finally getting some time to look through them 
myself I came across a strange object in a photo taken 
by Lunokhod-1. I have marked it in red but it pretty 
much stands out for itself: 
Cropped Image 
Full Image: 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
Incase some of you are thinking that its from the rover. 
Here are several images of the Luna-17 and the 
Lunokhod-1. 
Lunokod-1 on display 
Lunokod-1 mated with Luna-17 
If you also look at the image you will see that there are 
NO tracks leading up to the object. If it fell off the 
rover, surely it would have been close to it. Im 
convinced that this object isn't from either vehicles. 
But that leaves the question what is it, and where did it 
come from? 
/rich :) 
P.S I would like to nickname this object "the washing 
machine" will explain why later :D 
[edit on 12-1-2008 by olegkvasha]
Link to thread: ...thread326449/pg1
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"Staged Invasion to occur 
around August 2008", says 
Montuak Survivor
Created by: Im a Marty on January 21, flags: 20, replies: 
149
Many years ago, I used to follow the work of Stewart 
Swerdlow, a claimed Montauk Survivor. Was quite 
heavily into it actually, met him 4 times, and developed 
a nice friendship  with him, although we sorted drifted 
apart due to some issues that developed (another 
story). I still keep  tabs of his work and communicate 
with him every few months. But this story I have not 
seen put on AboveTopSecret, and I believe it needs to 
be addressed. 
From his news section on his website, he is stating 
that a staged alien invasion is to occur around August 
2008, otherwise known as the 'peak' of project 
Greenstar, using Blue Beam technology. Also stated 
that whilst doing 'deep' Hyperspace work (Hyperspace 
is the realm/language of God which consists of color, 
tone, archetype), and the support of other psychics, 
there are 'huge' fleets of spaceships just outside of 
Kuipers Belt, ready to invade, for what purpose - its 
unknown. 
The beings are supposedly from the Orion 
Confederation, Ohalu Council, and Hatona Councils, 
plus other types of beings. 
The real invasion may prevent the 'illuminati' from 
performing the Staged Invasion, which order it will 
play, is unknown. 
There is a dedicated 'Hyperspace' forum on the 
internet which has 10 pages worth of information on 
the 'Kuiper Belt Aliens' written about by followers of 
Stewart, as well as other psychics who use his 
techniques for contact with some of the beings out 
there. 
He has also stated that Comet Holmes (name?) plus 
other 'objects' projected near earth are 'warning' to the 
controllers of the planet. 
Thought you may be interested in this information as 
its quite 'revealing' to say the least :) 
Thx
Link to thread: ...thread328442/pg1

Indigo Boy From Mars!! A 
Must Read!
Created by: mikesingh on January 26, flags: 20, replies: 60
Today I received an alert from Project Camelot about a 
fascinating article now available in English written by 
the noted Russian writer, University Professor and 
researcher, Gennady Belimov, who was present at the 
camp  where Boriska, the boy from Mars, spoke of his 
experiences several years ago. 
(visit the thread to view linked images) 
Boriska. 
Courtesy: Project Camelot 
According to the article, the translation is currently 
50% complete and they hope to post the entire article 
within a few days. 
""Imagine, when everyone was sitting around the 
bonfire in the evening, this little boy, about seven years 
old, suddenly and loudly demanded silence: he was 
going to tell us about the inhabitants of Mars and 
about their trips to Earth." 
The round faced child with the big eyes, in a summer 
T-shirt and a cool baseball cap, completely unafraid of 
the adults, began an unbelievable story. About the 
Martian civilization, about megalith-cities and Martian 
space ships, about flights to other planets, and about 
the country of Lemuria on Earth, about the life of which 
he knew personally, having at some point flown here 
from Mars to this huge continent in the middle of the 
ocean and had friends there… 
Boriska announced that he use to live on Mars, and 
that the planet was habitable, but that it survived the 
worst catastrophe in its history, the loss of its 
atmosphere, and now a few remaining inhabitants live 
in underground cities. At that time he often flew to the 
Earth on trade and scientific research missions. It 
would seem that he himself was a pilot of a space 
vessel. This was at the time of the Lemurian 
civilization, and he had a Lemurian friend, who died 
before his eyes… 
"A huge catastrophe happened on Earth, where 
mountains exploded and a huge continent broke apart 
and sunk under the water, and all of a sudden a huge 
stone fell on the building where my friend was," 
reported Boriska. "I couldn't save him. And now on 
Earth we should meet again…" 
(links removed, visit the thread for external references) 
" 
Now what does one make of this? Seems to be in the 
realm of science fiction. But who knows? And what if 
it's true? 
Also:
Link to thread: ...thread329525/pg1
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Breaking News! The re-count 
is on!
Created by: Black_Fox on January 10, flags: 19, replies: 46
Great news! 
Only shame is Ron Paul should have signed on for 
this. 
Either way its good to see someone demanding a re-
count. 
"(Dennis4President)-Kucinich asks for New Hampshire 
recount in the interest of election integrity 
DETROIT, MI – Democratic Presidential candidate 
Dennis Kucinich, the most outspoken advocate in the 
Presidential field and in Congress for election integrity, 
paper-ballot elections, and campaign finance reform, 
has sent a letter to the New Hampshire Secretary of 
State asking for a recount of Tuesday’s election 
because of “unexplained disparities between hand-
counted ballots and machine-counted ballots.” " 
Ful story here 
MOD EDIT: Fixed Caps in title. 
[edit on 1/11/2008 by thelibra]
Link to thread: ...thread326122/pg1

Stephenville, Texas UFO 
Witness Ricky Sorrells Audio 
Interview (MUST LISTEN!)
Created by: ufo reality on January 19, flags: 19, replies: 31
This testimony is amazing. We need answers from the 
Air Force. Multiple football field sized UFOs in the sky 
and we don't get answers?! Helicopters and jets seen. 
We must keep  the heat on the Air Force! All of us at 
ATS need to come together and demand answers. The 
time is now! Don't be apathetic! 
Interview by Linda Howe from www.earthfiles.com 
:wow: :puz: 
[edit on 19-1-2008 by ufo reality]
Link to thread: ...thread328036/pg1
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As author and reviewer Andy Lloyd says, 
you get the “Encyclopedia Conspiratoria!”

$19.95 in fine bookstores everywhere.
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